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WRITERS
Choking on Ambition.
When is enough, enough?
The cover of the 2018 FPH Sustainability Report
reflects the situation of the planet today due to the
ambition of man that is leading to our demise. The
conglomerate aims for resilient and robust work sites
amidst a fast-deteriorating world. This report expresses
our unfaltering commitment to climate actions inside
and outside our business fence to contribute to the
healing of a broken planet. This becomes more urgent
with the recent UN climate report on the need to
adhere to the 1.5 Centigrade limit to global warming to
avoid irreversible damage to the planet. We are at the
crossroads, one path leads to a damaged earth and the
other to a sustainable world. We must ask ourselves,
when are we going to satisfy our ambitions? When is
enough, enough? Our future is up to us.
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ABOUT THE
REPORT

(GRI 102-46)

We present to our valued stakeholders the 2018 FPH
Sustainability Report which reviews the following major
developments in our sustainability path:
• elevation of sustainability as a fiduciary concern of
the Board;
• completion of environmental and social safeguard
policies to guide the organization;
• greater transparency in the report through an
increase in disclosures by 161%;
• intensifying our climate advocacy by committing to
the 1.5 Centigrade degree threshold instead of the 2
Centigrade degree target in the previous year;
• increase of carbon neutrality from 66% to 69%; and
• identification of each FPH business segment’s
contribution to UN Sustainable Development Goals.
The report covers January to December 2018 and provides
information on the companies where FPH has majority
management and operational control. To streamline
the report, we are limiting the discussion to the parent
companies that operated in 2018. Thus, the sustainability
information of the subsidiaries Energy Development
Corporation and ThermaPrime which have been reported
the past two years shall now be incorporated into the
report of their parent companies, namely, First Gen
Corporation and First Balfour, Inc., respectively.
This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI
Standards: Comprehensive option, and the Philippine
Securities and Exchange Commission’s Sustainability
Guidelines. An External Review Committee (ERC) from
the academe was commissioned to evaluate the practices
and processes behind the information presented in the
report. The ERC was administered by the University
of Asia and the Pacific for objectivity of the assurance
process. The 2018 FPH Sustainability Report must be
read in conjunction with the 2018 FPH Annual Report.
Both reports have been uploaded to the company website
(www.fphc.com).
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2018 SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE
HIGHLIGHTS
CONTRIBUTING TO A MORE LIVABLE WORLD
4

In 2018, First Philippine Holdings Corporation’s (FPH) contribution to the environment and
its various stakeholders amounted to Php 131.3
131.52B.B.Below
Beloware
arethe
thehighlights
highlightsofofthe
thegroup’s
group’s
performance.

PHP 131.3 B
ECONOMIC
CONTRIBUTIONS

PHP 35.6 M
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTRIBUTIONS

NATURAL FORESTS AND
WOODLANDS PROTECTED

127,608 hectares

FOREST AREAS
REHABILITATED /
REFORESTED

155 hectares

TREES PLANTED

67,048

TONS OF GREENHOUSE
GASES (GHG) AVOIDED

14.6 M tons CO2e

GHG SEQUESTERED BY
FORESTS MANAGED
BY FPH

4 M tons CO2e

FPH CARBON NEUTRALITY

69%

MARINE HABITATS
PROTECTED

PHP 188.5 M
SOCIAL
CONTRIBUTIONS
67,120
17,758

JOBS AND LIVELIHOOD
SUPPORTED
HEALTH BENEFICIARIES
EDUCATION BENEFICIARIES

127,260
224
205
109

• INDIVIDUALS
• TEACHERS
• SCHOOLS
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND
FARMER GROUPS SUPPORTED
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FPH SAFEGUARD
POLICIES DEVELOPED

1,554 hectares and
35 sites

15

AWARDS
RECEIVED

OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS
133 INDUSTRIAL PARK LOCATORS
53 BUSINESS UNITS
ESTATE
4,300 REGULAR EMPLOYEES 4.3 M sq m. REAL
LEASED & SOLD
20,895 GWh ENERGY
564,000 sq m. AREA
GENERATED
DEVELOPED

CARE
61,237 EYE
PATIENTS SERVED
1,370,679 KVA
MANUFACTURED
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Federico R. Lopez

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
First Philippine Holdings Corporation

MESSAGE FROM
THE CHAIRMAN
GRI 102-14
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Dear Shareholders,
One of the most cogent cartoons I’ve ever come across
in a while is one by Tom Toro of the New Yorker Magazine
which shows a man in a tattered business suit and tie sitting
around a campfire amidst a future wasteland telling three
children, “Yes the planet got destroyed but for a beautiful
moment in time we created a lot of value for shareholders”.
Sardonically funny but tragically true of how the world works
today. The way we measure progress and success in our world
is severely broken. Countries are judged by how fast gross
domestic product (GDP) grows, and corporate stocks are
deemed good investments also by how fast they can advance
their net incomes regardless of how it’s achieved. Most
successful business models are racing to spur consumption
of their products beyond what consumers really need. As a
result, carbon emission trajectories are leading us toward a
catastrophic world that’s 3-6 degree Celsius warmer, species
are going extinct faster than at any period in geologic history,
and microplastics are already being found in organisms
dwelling in the deepest reaches of the Marianas trench as
well as the pristine Pyrenees mountains of France and Spain.
These are but a few examples of the widescale destruction
humans are wreaking on our only home. The international
non-governmental organization Global Footprint Network
estimates that we already use up 1.5 Earths each year just
feeding our current level of wants and needs; that’s 50% more
than our planet’s ability to replenish the resources used up!
In so many words, we are all responsible for this looming
debacle and it’s clear we cannot go on living this way without
devastating consequences to the lives of our own children.
But it’s also clear to us that we cannot control what we don’t
measure. This Sustainability Report is invaluable for us as early
steps on this thousand-mile journey ahead. I’m quite proud of
many of the small battles we’re winning. In the last ten years,
we’ve reforested more than 9,500 hectares with indigenous
species that truly belong there and enhance existing
ecosystems even more. Forest cover in the 266,000 hectares
under the stewardship of our power businesses have increased
by 23% since the baseline year 1984. Our subsidiary Energy
Development Corporation (EDC), in cooperation with the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR)
also embarked on a rescue of some 96 species of endemic
Philippine trees that were classified by the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as threatened,
1

of which the status ranged from Vulnerable to Endangered
to Critically Endangered. Let me say that this heroic effort
of our EDC teams with scientists from the University of the
Philippines to locate these species in the wild and propagate
them in our geothermal sites is already moving the needle on
the first ten species with the IUCN reclassifying them from
Critically Endangered to Vulnerable. We are hoping that this
effort will favorably improve the IUCN status of more than 35
species in the next three years. One of them, Kaladis Narig, was
already thought to be extinct with no known sightings by the
scientific community since 1911. However, in 2015, our teams
found what were probably the last remaining specimens on the
planet and are now waged in a fight to grow and propagate this.
I wish our teams Godspeed on this heroic fight.
Of course we know too well that all of these small battles like
many associated others will be for naught if Climate Change
and the rapid march to a warmer 1.5 degrees Celsius world
cannot be stopped. This is why sustainability is not just a
conscience-easing sideshow or greenwashing for us, as it is for
some; it is central to our strategy as a corporation. Our energy
businesses, which account for an overwhelming majority of our
assets is being thoughtfully and deliberately grown and nurtured
to play a key role in the transition to a decarbonized world. The
latest United Nations report specifies the need to cut carbon
emissions by 45% from 2010 levels by 2030 and down to
zero by 20501. This near vertical trajectory cannot possibly be
done without urgent, willful, deliberate, and concerted effort
by everyone from energy companies to banks, investors, and
consumers. The role we have set for ourselves is clear.
I believe that given the gravity and urgency of the task that’s
needed, we are living through yet one of history’s great
paradigm shifts. Those recognizing this will also realize that
these are not just great and existential problems we are facing
today but also great opportunities for those prepared to address
these challenges head on.

Federico R. Lopez
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
First Philippine Holdings Corporation

IPCC (2018).Global Warming of 1.50C. Summary for Policymakers. Retrieved from http://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
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ABOUT
THE
COMPANY
(GRI 102-16)

STRIVING TO MAKE THE
WORLD A BETTER PLACE
Our business goal is to deliver infrastructure that will
uplift the lives of our stakeholders in the Philippines and
in other geographies where we will invest and to make this
world a better place. Our operations are guided by distinct
guideposts.

VISION
Uplifting lives by creating value in key industries and
infrastructure that advance national development.

MISSION
We will leverage our distinct competencies and
experience from energy, infrastructure, real estate,
and industry to drive innovative business strategies and
solutions that meet the needs of our customers.
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VALUES
A pioneering entrepreneurial spirit

We choose to build businesses that are catalysts
for national development.

Business excellence

We conduct our business along a very high bar
and hold ourselves accountable for excellence.

Unity

We work best when our people and our various
businesses collaborate and help each other and
constantly build a culture that encourages this.

Nationalism

We recognize our roots as a Filipino company
and take pride in using our businesses to enable
the best attributes of our country to shine
through.

Social justice

We use our strengths and capabilities to make
our country and the world a better place. We
cannot operate oblivious to the many social and
economic problems that surround us.

Integrity

We ensure that our actions build trust and are
clearly anchored to our principles, our true north.

Employee welfare and wellness

We strive to improve the lives and welfare of
our employees and their families because they,
in turn, devote a significant part of their lives in
service to our company.

FPH CORPORATE
SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
We are committed to improving people’s
lives and futures by ensuring that as our
businesses grow, the environment, our
employees, and our other stakeholders
progress with us.
We are constantly working to transform
the Philippines in positive and innovative
ways through our responsible growth and
investments.

We resolve to contribute to a low carbon
world as we search for sustainable solutions
for the benefit of everyone.
All of these are made possible through our
values. As a Lopez company, we work with
nationalism, integrity, social justice, unity,
excellence, and a pioneering entrepreneurial
spirit for the service of our nation.
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BUSINESS POWERED
BY GOOD
(GRI 102-2, 102-6)

CONSTRUCTION

ENERGY

HEALTHCARE SERVICES

FIRST BALFOUR,
INC.

FIRST GEN
CORPORATION

ASIAN EYE
INSTITUTE, INC.

First Balfour, Inc. (FBI) is one
of the leaders in engineering and
construction services and is a
Quadruple A contractor.

First Gen Corporation (FGEN)
is the primary holding company
of FPH’s power generation
and energy-related businesses,
producing 21.3% of Philippine
gross power generation from
clean and low carbon energy
(natural gas and renewable
energy).

Asian Eye Institute, Inc. (AEI)
is a world-class eye care and
research organization that
provides safe, effective and quality
care services.
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REAL ESTATE

MANUFACTURING

FIRST
PHILEC
INC.
First Philec, Inc. (FPI)
is a pioneer and leader
in transformer solutions
in the Philippines.

FIRST
PHILIPPINE
INDUSTRIAL
PARK, INC.
First Philippine Industrial
Park, Inc. (FPIP) is the
preferred location of the
world’s largest companies
to set up branches in the
Philippines.

FIRST
PHILIPPINE
REALTY
CORPORATION
First Philippine Realty
Corporation (FPRC)
is a premiere venue for
management training
that provides a positive
learning environment to
improve the effectiveness
and productivity of human
resources.

ROCKWELL
LAND
CORPORATION
Rockwell Land
Corporation (RLC)
develops masterplanned residential
and commercial
communities for the
upscale real estate
market.
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FORGING NEW
PARTNERSHIPS
COOPERATING WITH LIKE-MINDED
ORGANIZATIONS
With the accelerated degradation of our environment, our focus for networking in 2018 was climate change. This
issue remains to be the greatest sustainability concern across the group. That said, on our sustainability journey,
we constantly discover new partners along the way. Last year, we met a number of partners that either advocate
for or are working on tangible programs related to climate action.

2017

NETWORK

NETWORK

11 Governance

+1 Sustainable Development

45 Environmental

+4 Environmental

34 Social

+3 Social

FPH Chairman makes the 1.5° C sign with other climate leaders during the
government’s launch of the “1.5° C Challenge” last November 19, 2018.
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2018

“Engaging the Leaders of Tomorrow: National Sustainability Summit”
for Millenials and Gen Z’s held last September 22, 2018

NEW PARTNERS AND ENGAGEMENTS IN 2018
ORGANIZATION

FPH PARTICIPATION

ENVIRONMENTAL NETWORK
Philippine Climate Change Commission

Energy sector review of the Philippine Nationally Determined Contribution
(NDC) which will serve as the basis of the country’s climate actions

Forest Foundation Philippines

The FPH Chairman as a Board of Trustee helps develop strategies for forest
conservation to reduce land use changes in 80% of the Philippine forests to
help mitigate climate change

UK Earth Security Group

Voluntary actions by business to strengthen nature’s ecosystem services in the
work sites for climate resilience

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Professionals

Enhancing the value of the EIA as a planning tool to prevent the adverse project impacts, including mainstreaming of climate change assessment

Wetland International, Singapore

Search for studies on the role of wetlands in climate change and how it can
protect work sites

SOCIAL NETWORK
Student Councils of Major Universities

In partnership with the University of Asia and the Pacific, FPH engaged 500
leaders from student councils of 25 major universities in the country to discuss
sustainable lifestyle and climate change adaptation.

Green Convergence

Discussion with the NGOs and the youth on helping the environment through
renewable energy and other technologies

Association of Southeast Asian Institutes for
Higher Learning

FPH assisted in building the awareness of educators on climate change threats and
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) as inputs to their research agenda

UN International Labor Organization

Discussed the experiences of FPH on responsible business conduct as basis for
policy making by Philippine trade and labor agencies

GENERAL SUSTAINABILITY
UN Development Programme (UNDP), with
Philippine Business for the Environment (PBE)

FPH units contributed to UNDP’s inventory of business initiatives in support
of the Philippine government SDG submission.

Global Reporting Initiative-Netherlands and
SM Holdings

Discussion on how family owners influence the values and sustainability of
their businesses

EXTERNAL INITIATIVES (GRI 102-12)

The conglomerate subscribes to following external local initiatives:
• Philippine Agenda 21
• Manila Declaration (COP 21 concerns)
• Philippine Imperatives for Climate Change
• National Biodiversity Stragtegies and Action Plan
• Water Alliance
• National Climate Change Action Plan
• National Disaster Risk Reduction Management
Council Framework
FPH also supports the following international agreements and protocols:
• UN Biodiversity Convention
• UN Human Rights and Business
• UN Forest Principles
• UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
• IFC Sustainability Framework
• UN Paris Climate Agreement
• ILO Conventions
• UN Sustainable Development Goals
• Montreal Protocol
• World Business Council for Sustainable Development
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SUSTAINABILITY
GOVERNANCE
GUIDANCE AND DIRECTION
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SUSTAINABILITY GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

Key to meeting the company’s mission

Through the years, we have improved our capability and sustainability performance aided by reforms on our governance
structure and policies. The following is our enhanced governance structure that has been updated in 2018:
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SUSTAINABILITY POLICIES
What matters most: Taking responsibility
In November 2018, the FPH Board resolved to recognize
“corporate sustainability” as part of its fiduciary concerns in caring
for the company on behalf of the shareholders. Specifically, the
Board agreed to consider the risks and opportunities from the
social, environmental, and governance developments and issues
that may affect FPH’s stable operation and long-term growth.
Being closer to the operations, the Board delegated the particulars
of the responsibility to the Corporate Governance Committee and/
or Senior Management.
After a 6-month consultation, we formulated five environmental
and social safeguards policies to guide the operation across the
conglomerate. As a consequence of these policy initiatives, the FPH
Corporate Code of Conduct and Ethics was accordingly amended
in December 2018. These policies comply with national laws and
international conventions signed by the country; address the
requirements of government agencies; support FPH’s operational
needs; and serve as references for any potential sustainability issue
that may be encountered by the conglomerate and its subsidiaries
in the future.
Today, we have the following unified environmental and social
safeguards that support the general Corporate Sustainability Policy
of 2016. The subsidiaries may develop complementary policies as
needed in accordance with the nature of their operation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environment, Safety and Health*
Human Rights 				
Gender Equality and Diversity
Responsible Asset Protection
Cultural Heritage and Indigenous Peoples
Corporate Social Responsibility

*Existing since 2016
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POLICY STATEMENTS
Human Rights Policy
Consistent with the Lopez Values, First Philippine Holdings Corporation recognizes and respects the rights and dignity of each
individual. The Company commits to respect human rights in the conduct of its business and comply with applicable local laws
and international human rights standards and protocols. The Company shall avoid causing adverse human right impacts in its
operations and if it occurs, it shall facilitate access to a grievance redress mechanism. In addition and to every extent possible, the
Company shall prevent or mitigate adverse human right impacts in the provision of its products or services.
Gender Equality and Diversity Policy
Grounded on the distinct Lopez values, we recognize the value of gender equality and diversity in building a sustainable organization.
The Company commits to incorporate diversity and gender equality in our operations, programs and strategies. The Company
believes that in doing so, it contributes to the Company’s economic performance and long-term success, to the realization of the
full potential of our employees and stakeholders, and to a more inclusive society.
Responsible Asset Protection Policy
To uphold its commitment to shareholders and stakeholders, First Philippine Holdings Corporation shall preserve and sustain its
interests in key industries safeguarding to the highest standards, all of its assets including but not limited to human resources,
equipment, inventory, information and facilities. Asset protection shall be carried out in a responsible manner respectful of the
human rights of the communities within and around the Company’s areas of operation.
Cultural Heritage and Indigenous Peoples Policy
Affirming the Lopez value on social justice, First Philippine Holdings Corporation recognizes Indigenous Peoples (IPs) as valuable
partners in our areas of operation. In the conduct of our business, we uphold their rights to their territories, cultural integrity and
self-determination. This is our contribution to the preservation and enrichment of our nation’s cultural heritage and diversity.
Corporate Social Responsibility Policy
Driven by the distinct Lopez Values, we recognize Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as an integral part of our business.
We shall serve as a catalyst of nation building, social development and environmental stewardship to improve the quality of life
in areas where we operate.
We shall uphold the rights of and promote harmonious relationships with our stakeholders characterized by mutual trust and
benefit, collaboration and partnership building.
We support the company’s sustainable path that contributes to the economic growth and the stability of planet and society
through culturally appropriate CSR initiatives.

The implementation of these policies are subjected to a grievance redress mechanism for both employees and
external stakeholders based on the following instruments:
a) Whistleblower process;
b) Human Relations complaint procedures; and
c) Communication through the website via Investor Relations of the Finance and Treasury Group, and the
Integrated Corporate Communications Group.
In addition, the power segment of FPH has a hotline number. In connection with the issuance of the FPH Human
Rights Policy this year, additional Grievance Redress Mechanisms (GRM) shall be developed next year as part of
the policy’s protocols.
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SUSTAINABILITY
STRATEGY AND
PROCESS
PATH TO SUSTAINABILITY

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY AND ROADMAP

Delivering results

We have been steadfast in our sustainability strategy across
the FPH businesses. In summary, we preserve nature so we
can protect our businesses, and in doing so, the healthful
environment we create and our stable operation continue to
positively impact the lives of our host communities and the
country as a whole. This is the “system value strategy” that we
disclosed last year which guides us through our sustainability
process. The “system value” approach espouses the
interconnectivity of nature, people and business and helps us in
addressing the following global conditions affecting businesses
today2:

2

• a disrupted earth with degrading natural
processes upon which man and businesses
depend on (e.g. water, clean air, materials etc.);
• communities with increasingly unmet needs
due to increasing inequality; and
• hidden costs of business due to short-term
perspectives that tend to discourage solutions
to systemic problems.

Future Fit (2017). Why do we need business to be future fit? Retrieved from http://futurefitbusiness.org/become-a future-fit business
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Our Management Approach
describes how we are implementing
the “system value strategy” in
our operation in order to deliver
responsible growth as shown in the
figure. The equal attention given
to nature, people and business
leads to quality businesses as these
interests converge. We select and
design our businesses to attain
responsible growth. Thus, our
“system value” approach leads to
businesses that use low carbon
fuels, maintain nature’s integrity,
propel economic growth and
demonstrate social inclusion.

NATURE

low carbon fuel, mitigation
hierarchy, standards
compliant, habitat protection

RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH
• Low Carbon
• Nature’s Integrity
• Economic Growth
• Social Inclusion

PEOPLE

decent work, human rights,
engagement, IP consent,
grievance mechanisms, CSR

BUSINESS

responsible business
conduct, zero corruption, no
anti-competitive behavior

SUSTAINABILITY ROADMAP

The path towards a better future

The sustainability journey of FPH is divided into three stages: a) preparation of the organization, b) future proofing, and c) value
creation. Embracing sustainability as a business process aims at the behavioral transformation of the organization, beginning with
the employee who is the smallest unit of change. In the past four years (2015-2018), FPH has undertaken basic diagnostics and
capacity building activities to prepare it to capture the benefits of a sustainable organization in the near future.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT (GRI 102-21, 102-40, 102-42, 102-43, 102-44)

Lending an ear to learn and act

Regular engagement with the stakeholders is important to FPH as they are the sources of knowledge, skills and resources. Through
the process, we gain insights for our decision-making, are able to improve our business operations and maintain harmonious
relations with the populace in our areas of operation. We get feedback from our stakeholders on how we are fulfilling their
expectations and how we respond to their concerns. The following information present our different modes of engagement with
our internal and external stakeholders. The modes of engagement shared below apply to all FPH subsidiaries, unless indicated as
practiced by specific subsidiaries.

FPH
• Board meetings
• CEO’s meetings
• Quarterly and monthly
monitoring reports
• Strategies and synergies planning
• Executive Committee meetings
• Risk reviews

Shareholders
•
•
•
•
•

Annual stockholders’ meetings
Annual reports
Board meetings
One-on-one meetings
Risk reviews

Investors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual stockholder’s meetings
Annual reports
Investors’ briefings
One-on-one meetings
Corporate disclosures
Website
Monitoring report
Risk management, governance, and
sustainability processes

Creditors
•
•
•
•
•
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Annual business meetings (First Philec)
One-on-one meetings (First Balfour)
Email communications
Conference calls
Formal correspondence as provided in
loan agreements (FPH Head Office)

Customers / Clients
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviews
On-site surveys
Site visits
One-on-one meetings
Conference calls
Update meetings

Employees
•
•
•
•
•

Huddles
Company activities
Trainings, workshops and seminars
Townhall meetings
Performance and career
development reviews
• Surveys
• Year-end party

Employee unions
• One-on-one meetings
• Labor management council

Environment and the community
• Coordination meetings with local
government officials
• Village consultations
• Interviews of the community
• On-site surveys
• Plenaries (First Philec)
• Conference calls (First Philec)
• CSR activities and programs

Indigenous Peoples
•
•
•
•

Tribal council meetings
Free and prior informed consent
One-on-one meetings
Customary rituals

Joint Venture Partners
• Board meetings (FPIP & First Balfour)
• Weekly update meetings
(First Balfour)

Local Government
• Multi-sectoral monitoring
committees
• Coordination meetings
• Interviews
• On-site surveys

National Government/
Regulatory Agencies
• Submission of report to relevant
government agencies
• Site inspections

Suppliers and Contractors
• Interviews
• Meetings
• Inspections

Media
• Interviews
• Site visits

Non-governmental organizations
• Coordination meetings
• Seminars

Academe
• Meetings
• Technical consultation

ASSESSMENT OF MATERIAL ISSUES (GRI-102-15, 102-46, 102-47)

Creating better value through relevance and transparency
An analysis of the material issues of the company helps us in
integrating stakeholders’ concerns into the corporate strategy.
This, in turn, allows us to create value for our businesses and the
various publics we serve. By knowing what issues are important
to our stakeholders, we are able to communicate the information
relevant to them.
In 2018, we updated the sustainability topics of the report
by conducting a survey among our stakeholder groups with
regards to the environmental, social, and economic issues of our

Sustainability Topics Material to Stakeholders
Economic
Economic Performance
Market Presence
Indirect Economic Impacts
Procurement Practices
Anti-corruption
Anti-competitive behaviour

Environmental
Materials
Energy
Water
Biodiversity
Emissions
Effluents and Waste
Environmental Compliance
Supplier Environmental Assessment

Social
Employment
Labor/Management Relations
Occupational Health and Safety
Training and Education
Diversity and Equal Opportunity
Non-discrimination
Child labor
Security Practices
Human Rights Assessment
Local Communities
Supplier Social Assessment
Customer Health and Safety
Marketing and Labelling
Customer Privacy
Socio-economic Compliance

operation in order to get to know the issues that are important
to them. In addition to these stakeholder concerns, we reviewed
the topics that are essential to the company in terms of
regulatory obligations, requirements of funding institutions, and
expectations of our investors and partners. This process resulted
in the increase of material topics from 14 to 29 and sub-topics
or disclosures from 28 to 73 or by 161%, indicating a greater
transparency in this year’s report.

2016-2018
14

2019
29

3

6

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

7

8

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

4

15

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
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ECONOMIC
SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE
OUR MEANS TO GIVE BACK
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ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE

Fostering our inclusive agenda
SDG1

SDG2

SDG8

SDG9

Highlights

SDG10

SDG17

Direct and indirect
investments served 14 out
of 18 sectors comprising
74 commercial and
industrial organizations

75% of the value
generated was
distributed to support
the local economy

Php 14 billion
worth of
infrastructure
investment and
support

Being sustainable means operating well in order to generate economic values that will help ensure the well-being of the
stakeholders and integrity of the environment.

DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED (GRI 102-7, 201-1)
For the year 2018, about 75% of the total direct economic value we generated was plowed back into the domestic
economy through investments in employee wages and benefits, taxes, payments to capital, operating costs, payment
of dividends to stockholders and community investments amounting to Php 98.7 billion. Across segments, only
healthcare had a negative retained economic value since it self-financed its expansion through three clinics located in
Metro Manila, Batangas and Cavite.

DIRECT ECONOMIC VALUES PER BUSINESS SEGMENT
Total Value
Generated (Php)

Total Value
Distributed (Php)

107,275,284,829

77,090,595,552

30,184,689,277

16,511,318,612

14,658,867,361

1,852,451,251

Manufacturing

2,337,322,602

1,919,572,068

417,750,534

Construction

4,773,347,646

4,616,003,883

157,343,763

399,256,201

438,753,788

(39,497,587)*

131,296,529,890

98,723,792,652

32,572,737,238

Business Segment
Energy
Real Estate

Healthcare
Total

Economic Value
Retained (Php)

*Due to business expansion in 3 areas using internal funds

PROPORTION OF SPENDING ON LOCAL SUPPLIERS AT SIGNIFICANT
OPERATIONAL LOCATIONS (GRI 204-1)
FPH supports the local economy by sourcing its purchases locally, wherever applicable. Overall, the conglomerate
sourced 80% or worth more than Php 26 billion of its total purchases from local suppliers, while 20% was sourced from
foreign outfits.
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AMOUNT INVESTED IN LOCAL SUPPLIERS
Item

Total 2018 (Php)

PhP Equivalent of Foreign Purchases

6,740,589,139.00

Purchases from Local Suppliers

26,596,218,969.49

Total

33,336,808,108.49

80% Local Purchase

20% Foreign Purchase

The real estate segment sources almost all of its purchases locally. However, with regards to the absolute amount, the
energy segment contributes most to the local economy through its purchases. Our manufacturing company, First Philec,
sources the majority of its raw materials outside the Philippines for two primary reasons: a) providers of raw materials
are not available locally and b) if they are available, they are mostly from distributors. First Philec directly approaches
foreign suppliers to lower its procurement costs. Despite of this, there is an effort from first Philec to work with local
suppliers that they may be able to comply with their specifications and expected volume. Similarly, First Gen makes
foreign purchases for certain materials due to the lack of local suppliers. These purchases include power plant spare parts
and auxiliaries needed for the operation and maintenance of the Avion natural gas facility. In general, sourcing of materials
considers safety, environmental impacts, and value engineering.

FOREIGN VS LOCAL SOURCING BY BUSINESS SEGMENT
0.07%

18.71%

81.29%

99.93%

Energy

Real Estate
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Construction

31.41 %

Manufacturing

5.04 %

14.17%

85.83%

68.59%

94.96%

Healthcare
Services

% Foreign

% Local

18.41%

81.59%

FPH Head
Office

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS, RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES DUE TO CLIMATE
CHANGE (GRI 201-2)
Climate change remains to be the greatest threat to our
assets. Risks and opportunities from climate change for
FPH’s operations are influenced primarily by two factors:

• FPH’s sustainability strategy
As discussed in the sustainability strategy section of this
report, we protect nature in order to improve the climate
resilience of our worksites. This is complemented by
our commitment to low carbon operations through our
investment in clean energy sources and our efforts in
carbon offset in all our subsidiaries.

• Climate governance
Internally, our group’s Environment, Safety and Health
Policy provides for the assessment of the impact of all
activities on the environment with the corresponding
preventive and mitigating measures. With the onslaught
of extreme climate events in the past decade, FPH has
mainstreamed climate change into the monitoring and
management of its operations. Our impact assessment
for new and existing projects adopts a cautious approach
that adheres to the principle of “mitigation hierarchy”.
This approach prescribes the actions on our project
impacts in order of their importance: a) avoidance of
impacts, b) minimization of intensity and duration of the
impacts, c) restoration of environmental systems, and
d) offset of residual effects.

In connection with FPH’s commitment to a low carbon operation,
we undertook a critical selection process for our sustainability
focus as discussed in the 2016 Sustainability Report. The
following were identified as our sustainability pillars: a) carbon
foot printing, b) energy management, c) water management, d)
waste management, and e) greening the supply chain.
We comply with the government’s prescriptions contained in
the National Climate Change Action Plan. We also consider
the international conventions signed by our country concerning
climate change such as the UN Framework for Climate
Change, UN Forest Principles and the UN Convention on
Biological Diversity, among others. Based on these guidelines,
climate change is then considered in our Enterprise-wide
Risk Management (ERM) analysis which is done annually or
as the need arises. Here too, the corresponding action plans
are reviewed at the project level, business units, and senior
management levels.
Lastly, we conducted a sustainability SWOT (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats) analysis in 2016 across
all subsidiaries, adopting the World Resources Institute (WRI)
framework. The FPH units were assessed relative to three
references: a) global risks studied by the World Economic
Forum; b) megatrends reported by business research houses;
and c) ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management Principles and
Guidelines. These results were revisited in July and December
2018. Below are the results of the review.

FPH ASSESSMENT OF CLIMATE RISKS
MEGATRENDS & GLOBAL RISKS
Climate Change and Extreme Weather Events
Climate Change and Natural Resource Scarcity
Climate Change and Ecosystems Decline
Climate Change and Water Scarcity
Man-made Environmental Disasters
Material Resources Scarcity (Energy & Fuel)
Legend: Direct impact= 2

AEI

EDC

FBI

FGen

2

2
2
2
1
2
2

2

2
2

2
2

1

1
2
2

2
2

1

2

FPIP FPRC

FPI

RLI

TDC

2
2

2
1

2
2

2

1

1
2

2

1
2

Subsidiaries
Affected

Type of
Impact

9
6
1
9
5
3

All direct
Mostly direct
Direct
Mostly indirect
All direct
All direct

Degree of
Significance

Indirect Impact= 1
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In 2018, we started the review of the risks and opportunities from climate change. The following are the results:

RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES TO FPH DUE TO CLIMATE CHANGE
CLIMATE RISKS
Risk
Tropical
cyclones

Value
Chain
Direct

(Operations)

Risk
Type
Physical
Risk

Financial
Impact
Driver
Decrease in
revenue from
reduced
operation

Time
Horizon /
Likelihood
Short Term/
Likely

Magnitude
Medium

Potential Financial
Impact
For the power segment of
FPH, the estimated cost
of rehabilitation of facilities
based on its experience in
installing resiliency
measures are:
a) $ 343,750 (FGas
expenses in 2014 due to
typhoon Rammasun)
b) $ 42,900,00 expenses
of EDC in 2015 due to
super typhoon Haiyan
There is no estimate for the
non-power segment.

Paris Climate
Agreement
and evolving
local climate
regulations

Direct

Securities
and Exchange
Commission
(SEC) rules on
sustainability
disclosures
and proposed
Emission
Trading law
will require
more robust
reporting

Direct
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(Operations)

(Operations)

Transition
Risk

Transition
Risk

Policy and
legal impacts
on
compliance
cost

Medium Term/
Likely

Policy impact
on enhanced
reporting
requirements

Short Term
and likely as
the country
will submit
its Nationally
Determined
Contribution
(NDC) to the
UN in 2019.

Climate impact
assessment and
interventions,
strategic spares
program, alternative
cooling tower
design, geohazard
assessment and
engineering/civil
works measures,
technology review
of wind defense of
structures, insurance
against acts of
nature, and carbon
offsetting

Medium

No estimate as references
for carbon price and carbon
tax are not yet installed in
the country

Monitoring and
participation in
policy consultation
of government and
business groups

Low/
Certain

Minimal ($40,000)
yearly

Regular monitoring
of GHG footprint,
partnership with
the academe on
improvement of
GHG measurement
and coordination
with government
and NGOs on
reporting protocols

(Note: There are
proposals in
Philippine
Congress)

The SEC will
issue the policy
on sustainability
reporting, which
includes climate
parameters.

Measures

CLIMATE OPPORTUNITIES
Opportunities

Value
Chain

Type

Financial
Impact Driver

Time
Horizon / Magnitude
Likelihood

Minimal costs

Information
sharing with
customers and
the youth, and
participation
in government
consultations

Medium/
Likely

Medium

Cannot be estimated as
it will depend on the final
carbon price

Monitoring and
participation in
public consultations

Growth of
ecosystem services
in worksites
nurtured by FPH

Medium/
Very Likely

Medium

Cannot be estimated
pending completion of our
country’s NDC and the
Paris Rule Book protocols
on “Reducing Emissions
from Deforestation and
Forest Degradation”
(REDD+)

Monitoring of
policy developments and
participation in
government
and NGO
studies

Research and
studies on climate
resilience

High/
Very likely

Medium/
Certain

Minimal (Avoided costs of
studies)

Partnership with
the OML Center

More demand for
clean energy and
shift in consumer
preference for
low carbon and
sustainable products
and services offered
by FPH (increasing
trend as Philippines
has 57% youth
population)

Short Term/
Likely

Proposed
Emissions
Trading law

Direct
Products
(Operations) and
Services

For the FPH power
segment, increased
competitiveness
due to low carbon
portfolio

Paris Climate
Agreement
provisions on
results-based
payments for
forests

Direct
Products
(Operations, and
applies to
Services
geothermal
projects
that manage
forests)

Emerging
government
program and
proposed laws
on Payment for
Environmental
Services (PES)

Indirect
(Operations
for other
FPH
subsidiaries
with habitat
restoration
programs)

OML Center for Direct
Climate Change (Operations)
Adaptation and
Disaster Risk
Management
Foundation

Technical
studies

Measures

Low for now
as not yet
supported
by proper
country
policies

Direct
Products
(Operations) and
Services

Paris Climate
Agreement

Potential Financial
Impact

Evident
in FPH’s
engagement
with the
youth in
2018
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE RECEIVED FROM GOVERNMENT (GRI 204-1)
Two of our subsidiaries enjoy government incentives: First Gen and FPIP. As a registered renewable energy developer, First Gen’s
subsidiary, Energy Development Corporation (EDC), enjoys the following incentives granted under the Philippine Renewable
Energy Law: a) income tax holiday; b) 10% corporate income tax on net income vs. the prevailing 30% income tax; c) zero Value
Added Tax (VAT) on sales and purchases; d) 1.5% real property tax rate vs. the prevailing 2% to 3% depending on the locality; and
d) duty-free importation. Meanwhile, FPIP as an operator under the Philippine Economic Zone Authority (PEZA) is entitled to
5% tax on gross income instead of the prevailing 30% income tax.

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENT AND SERVICES SUPPORTED (GRI 203-1)
In 2018, our infrastructure investments and construction contracts amounted to Php 14,184,042,571 that supported the
government’s Build, Build, Build Program. The program presented an excellent opportunity for our construction arm, First
Balfour.
Below are details of some of our economic contributions:
• First Gen’s social responsibility projects in the form of improvement of school facilities (classrooms and other amenities)
benefited 7,665 students in its host communities.
• FBI’s joint venture infrastructure projects have various benefits:
-- A raw water supply system that will deliver an additional 1,600 million liters per day, ensuring the security and
reliability of water supply in Metro Manila;
-- Light railway transit substation rehabilitation which will improve passenger safety and system reliability as well as
efficiency that will service 500,000 passengers daily; and
-- bridge complex connecting Mactan and Cebu islands for accessibility.
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SIGNIFICANT INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS (GRI 203-2)
We believe that as our businesses grow, our host communities
must grow with us. The following are some of the indirect economic
impacts resulting from the conglomerate’s operation:
• FPH businesses generated 6,372 jobs and contributed
Php 5,012,841,744 in terms of employee wages and benefits.
• First Philec supplied the transformer requirements of the main
power utility in Metro Manila, Meralco, which serves 36 cities
and 75 municipalities.
• Rockwell leased 182,391 sq m. of office and mall spaces that
stimulate purchases and economic activity.

Building Commercial (4)

Building School (4)

• First Gen helped protect the Verde Island Passage and
conserve the rich marine biodiversity of the Province of
Batangas, particularly in the Municipality of Lobo. With these
efforts, “Bantay Dagat” (volunteer fisherfolk patrol team) has
reported an increase in their fish catch. Moreover, because of
its thriving marine environment, Lobo is now becoming known
as a diving/tourist destination. From only 31,584 resort tourists
in 2017, a total of 83,800 resort tourists were received in 2018,
a 165% increase in tourist traffic boosting the local economy.
• First Gen powered one of every five light bulbs in the
country and served 26 power distribution utilities and electric
cooperatives as well as 48 like-minded organizations from 11
sectors that prefer to be powered by 100% renewable energy.

Supermarket (1)

Manufacturing Semiconductor and
Electronic Products (6)

Manufacturing Feeds (4)

Building Residential (2)
Manufacturing Paper (1)
Manufacturing Food and
Beverages (12)

Manufacturing Cement (1)

Manufacturing Tobacco (4)
Manufacturing Agriculture, Fishing,
Forestry (4)

RENEWABLE ENERGY
CUSTOMERS OF FIRST GEN
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ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE
PROTECTING NATURE’S INTEGRITY
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE
Nurturing a robust environment
SDG6

SDG7

SDG12

SDG13

Highlights

Carbon neutrality increased
from
to
for an increment of
tons
CO2e since 2017

66% 69%
401,978.13

SDG14

SDG15

SDG16

73% of the
energy needs of the

SDG17

With proper forest
protection and
management, our energy
sites host more than a
thousand floral
and faunal species

conglomerate are
met with renewable
energy

In 2018, we continued to pay attention to factors that contribute to the changed climate in order to do
our part in minimizing its adverse impacts to our business, our stakeholders, and the environment.

MATERIALS USED

(GRI 301-1)

In delivering our products and services, 99.87% of the materials used by FPH is renewable, mostly consisting of water for hydroelectric plants and steam for geothermal plants.

1,701,468,849.52 tons of materials used across the conglomerate
2.2 Million tons (0.13%)
Fuel, construction materials

1.7 Billion tons (99.87%)
Steam, river water

Renewable Materials

ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Non-Renewable Materials
(GRI 302-1)

Energy consumed across the conglomerate is composed
of raw energy sources used to produce electricity for
the natural gas, geothermal, wind, and solar; fuel for the
operation of heavy equipment and generators; fuel used
for transportation; and purchased electricity from the grid.
Bulk of energy used is by the energy sector and largely
from renewable energy. Non-power FPH companies also
use renewable energy, from installed solar panels and
electricity from renewable energy contracts.

Renewable Energy Consumed

136,818,158.40 GJ

Non-renewable Energy Consumed

86,897566.52 GJ

Energy Sold

79,210,307.59 GJ

Total Energy Consumption

144,505,417.33 GJ
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4,054.85 GJ

of energy savings were
recorded from:
• Use of solar panels
• Shift to LED lighting
and inverter-type
air-conditioning units
• Optimized time of using
lights, air-conditioning
units, and equipment

The following energy
saving measures are also
in practice:

• Itinerary management
for every employee
transportation
• Proper vehicle equipment
maintenance to reduce
fuel consumption and
increase vehicle efficiency

(GRI 302-4, 305-5)

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PER BUSINESS SEGMENT (GRI 302-1)
Business Segment
Energy

Non-renewable

Renewable

Total 2018 (GJ)

39,108,679.21

105,097,045.25

144,205,724.46

Real Estate

131,038.62

27,647.98

158,686.60

Construction

120,975.56

311.56

121,287.12

Manufacturing

10,837.60

10,837.60

Healthcare

3,242.50

3,242.50

Head Office

5,639.05

5,639.05

TOTAL

39,380,412.54

105,125,004.79

73% Renewable
Energy
27% Non-renewable
Energy

144,505,417.33

ENERGY INTENSITY PER BUSINESS SEGMENT (GRI 302-3)
Energy
6.90 GJ/MWH

Construction

Real Estate
0.04 GJ/sq m

25.41 GJ/million PHP

Manufacturing
0.01 GJ/KVA

HealthCare
0.05 GJ/Patient

Measuring resource intensity aids us in tracking the amount of resources used to deliver a unit product or service.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by the conglomerate are associated with energy and fuel consumption. As such, most of the
company’s emissions are from the energy business segment, particularly from the use of natural gas and from the escape of
natural carbon dioxide inherent in the steam from geothermal vents.
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Collectively, the forests and tree parks managed by FPH
subsidiaries were able to sequester

3,964,182 tons of CO2

thus offsetting the conglomerate’s emissions of

5,730,636.82 tons by 69%

Despite this GHG footprint, the emissions per MWH of electricity produced by FPH is low at 0.27 ton CO2e/MWH. This is about 72%
less than that of an average coal power plant’s footprint. In fact, FPH’s energy portfolio contributes to reducing the national grid emission
factor, having brought down the grid emission intensity by about 15% in 2018 than if First Gen and EDC were not part of the national
energy mix.
The construction business segment’s emissions are mainly from fuel used in heavy equipment. These are managed through actions on
proper vehicle and equipment maintenance, and trips management. The emissions of other subsidiaries are dominantly due to electricity
purchased from distribution utilities. To manage these, energy efficiency measures are practiced in our offices.

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS PER BUSINESS SEGMENT AND SCOPE (GRI 305-1, 305-2, 305-3)
Business Segment

Scope 1

Scope 2

Scope 3

Total 2018 (tons CO2e)

5,671,250.00

9,942.18

Real Estate

944.26

30,062.58

31,006.84

Construction

8,951.71

349.34

9,301.05

Manufacturing

159.39

1,712.51

1,871.90

Healthcare

24.90

576.00

600.90

Head Office

169.76

669.25

839.01

5,681,500.02

43,311.86

Energy

TOTAL

5,824.94

5,824.94

5,687,017.12

5,730,636.82

GHG INTENSITY PER BUSINESS SEGMENT (GRI 305-4)
Energy
0.27 ton CO2e/
MWH

Real Estate
0.01 ton CO2e/
sqm

Construction
1.95 tons
CO2e/million PHP

Manufacturing
0.001 ton
CO2e/KVA

Healthcare
0.01 tons
CO2e/Patient

Measuring GHG intensity aids us in tracking the amount of emissions produced per unit product or service
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WATER UTILIZATION (303-1)
The majority of the group’s water use is by the energy business segment, specifically for cooling the geothermal and natural gas
power plants and the water that runs through the hydroelectric plants. All other water use of the non-energy subsidiaries were
for domestic purposes, mainly for their offices.

WATER UTILIZATION PER BUSINESS SEGMENT
Business Segment
Energy

Total 2018
2,856,201.89

Real Estate

Water Utility/
Municipal Supplies

Ground
Water

Surface Water

Rainwater

Recycled
Water

Produced
Water

Seawater

1,636,973.07 *

896.84

46,620.94

n/a

n/a

n/a

1,171,711.05

110.39

n/a

n/a

10.04

n/a

n/a

592.77

472.34

20.96

20.01

n/a

n/a

0.95

n/a

n/a

n/a

Manufacturing

5.00

5.00

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Healthcare

4.83

4.83

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

FPH Head Office

2.22

2.22

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

2,856,826.83

1,637,476.62

46,620.94

0.95

10.04

n/a

1,171,711.05

Construction

TOTAL (Megaliters)

1,007.23

*Provided by a third party water utility for the hydroelectric power plant.

Bulk of the water used in cooling geothermal plants are condensates from geothermal steam. Those for cooling natural gas plants are
sourced from seawater while the water passed through the hydroelectric power plants are returned to the original river waterways. Thus,
the freshwater extraction of the conglomerate is low, totaling less than 1% of total water use.

TOTAL WATER EXTRACTED BY PFH
Water Source

Unit

Total 2018

Freshwater*

ML

47,639.15

Other Water

ML

1,171,711.05

TOTAL

ML

1,219,350.20

Most of our subsidiaries source their water from third party
water utilities, notably within Metro Manila. Only three
of our subsidiaries extract water from the environment,
namely First Gen (energy segment) and FPIP (real estate
segment), as well as a few of Rockwell’s units which extract
ground water for the use of their residents. Sources of
water extracted from include surface water, groundwater
and seawater.

* Includes only water extracted by subsidiaries and excludes water use from third party water utilities

WATER INTENSITY PER BUSINESS SEGMENT *
Energy

58.35

cu. m/MWH

Real Estate

* 1 Megaliter = 1,000 cubic meters
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0.14

cu. m/sqm

Construction

4.39

cu.m/million PHP

Manufacturing

0.004

cu.m./KVA

Healthcare

0.06

cu.m/Patient

WATER SOURCES AFFECTED BY WITHDRAWAL
The table below shows the water abstracted per project and the corresponding water permits. Only the energy and real estate segments
extracted water from the environment. In general, all water withdrawals are within the limits set in the water rights issued by the National
Water Resources Board (NWRB). As one of FPH’s five pillars of sustainability, water use and its management will be further assessed in
the coming years.

WATER SOURCE AND ALLOWABLE EXTRACTION (GRI 303-2, GRI 306-1)
Project Location

Water Source

Batangas Basin, particularly
the Santa Rita and Bolbok
Sub-basins

Energy
Segment

Amount Withdrawn
(Megaliters)

Allowable Annual
Extraction
(Megaliters)

% Withdrawal vs.
Allowed

893.45

5,696.44

15.7%

First Gen Clean Energy
Complex, Batangas City,
Batangas

Real
Estate
Segment

98.6%
Water passes through the
plant only once for cooling,
all water is returned to the
sea with minimal change
in water quality as per
government standards.

Batangas Bay

1,171,711.05

1,188,907.20

EDC Bacon-Manito,
Sorsogon-Albay

Catchment includes the
Manitohan, Cawayan, Botong,
Gayong/Osiao, Rizal, and San
Isidro Sub-catchments

20.83

261.75

8.0%

EDC Tongonan, Leyte

Bao River Catchment

568.46

2,272.49

25.0%

EDC Mt. Apo,
North Cotabato

Matingao-Marbel
River Catchment

263.88

3,647.45

7.2%

EDC Palinpinon,
Negros Oriental

Okoy-Banica River
Catchment

199.77

1,105.02

18.1%

EDC Pantabangan,
Nueva Ecija

Pampanga River

1,636,948.94

Stonewell by Rockwell,
Batangas City, Batangas

Batangas Basin

12.62

191.74

6.6%

32 Sanson by Rockwell,
Cebu City, Cebu

Cebu Aquifer

37.52

55.19

68.0%

San Juan River Basin

5,841.78

12,072.61

48.4%

FPIP, Sto. Tomas,
Batangas

Water only passes
through the
hydroelectric plant. All
water is returned to the
river afterwards.
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EFFLUENT MANAGEMENT (GRI 306-1, 306-5)

Wastewater produced by the conglomerate varies with the operation of each subsidiary. Most subsidiaries produce only domestic
wastewater which is treated by an on-site Sewage Treatment Plant (STP), either the subsidiary’s own STP or the STP of the
building in which their offices are located. One operational upset was recorded in a facility and was resolved within the period.

EFFLUENTS PRODUCED AND RECEIVING WATER SYSTEM

Energy
Segment

Real
Estate
Segment

Construction
Segment

Manufacturing
Segment

Healthcare
Segment/
Head Office
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Type of Effluent Produced

Treatment Process

Receiving Water Bodies or Systems

Treated wastewater

Various types of wastewater treatments are used to
handle specific types of wastewater, such as oil-water
separators, neutralization systems, and STPs for
domestic wastewater

Cabubulag River based on the discharge
permit issued by the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources

Seawater, after use in
cooling the natgas
power plants

Seawater passes just once through the system to cool
the power plants then is returned to the sea

Batangas Bay based on the discharge
permit issued by the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources

Domestic effluents

Treatment and storage by on-site septic tanks. Septic
tanks are cleaned out every 5-7 years.

Based on a treatment permit issued by
the Local Government

Water after use in cooling
the geothermal
power plants

Geothermal condensates are recirculated through
the cooling towers of the geothermal power plants
then reinjected back to geothermal reservoir
where they originate. Lost water by evaporation is
replenished by make-up water from the river.

No significant discharge from cooling
of the plants. Majority of the water is
recycled into the system.

Treated wastewater
by Rockwell Properties

Treatment by own on-site STPs

Bodies of water nearest to the particular
building, based on discharge permits of
the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources or the Laguna Lake
Development Authority

Treated wastewater
by FPIP

Wastewater from park locators pass into a
Centralized Wastewater Treatment Facility that
uses conventional activated sludge treatment.

San Juan River based on a discharge
permit issued by the Laguna Lake
Development Authority

Treated wastewater
by FPRC

Treatment by own on-site STP

Marikina River based on a discharge
permit issued by the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources

Domestic effluents

On-site biological treatment

Sewerage network of third party utility

Construction wastewater
from project sites

Wastewater is managed by clients per
contract

Managed by client

Domestic effluents

Effluents pass through FPIP’s wastewater
treatment facility

First Philec is a locator in FPIP;
wastewater enters the FPIP Centralized
Wastewater Treatment

Domestic effluents

Treatment by building’s on-site STP

Covered by the permit of building operator

SOLID WASTE BY TYPE AND DISPOSAL METHOD

(GRI 306-2)

WASTE DISPOSED PER BUSINESS SEGMENT
Business Segment

Non-hazardous Waste

Hazardous Waste

Total 2018 (tons)

Energy

4,957.70

160.90

5,118.60

Real Estate

4,102.09

43.79

4,145.88

Manufacturing

233.60

6.78

240.38

Construction

123.04

21.37

144.41

Healthcare

16.43

4.83

4.83

FPH Head Office

37.63

0.00

37.63

9,470.49

237.67

9,708.16

Total

Bulk of the waste generated by the conglomerate is nonhazardous, equivalent to 97.6% of the total. Much of these were
generated by the energy business segment, understandably as
this segment makes up 80% of our group operations. The real
estate segment, on the other hand, manages the solid waste
of their tenants and lessees. Waste from the manufacturing
business segment included scrap metals and plastics, most of
which were turned over to recyclers.
Only 2.4% of the total waste was hazardous, from which a
substantial amount were waste oil from the energy and real

estate business segments that are given to appropriate treatment
facilities for recovery and recycling. In 2018, about 83.9% of the
waste oil produced by the conglomerate was recovered in this
manner while the rest were duly treated and disposed by the
waste hauler.
All waste disposed by the subsidiaries were taken by DENRaccredited haulers and all hazardous waste were appropriately
treated before disposal, including disinfection of the healthcare
segment’s medical waste.

SOLID WASTE BY CATEGORY

Non-hazardous
Waste
Hazardous
Waste

97.6% Non-hazardous Waste

2.4% Hazardous Waste
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BIODIVERSITY

(GRI 304-1, 304-2, 304-3, 304-4)

None of the FPH projects have adverse impacts to biodiversity
in their locations. Except for the energy business segment, all
other business units are located in built-up urban areas. The
energy companies under First Gen operate near important
habitats: the natural gas projects are close to a diverse marine
habitat, and geothermal projects are within forest areas.
The natural gas power plants of First Gen are located in
a heavily industrialized zone beside Batangas Bay. The
immediate area of the complex were once abandoned fish
ponds, now rehabilitated into mangrove stands. Today, First
Gen studies and monitors the marine life in the mangrove area,
along with part of Batangas Bay that is within their vicinity.
Biodiversity is a crucial indicator of healthy habitats, thus First
Gen implements a holistic environmental program consisting
of environmental management, awareness campaigns, and
environment-based livelihood for local communities.
From First Gen’s aquatic biota monitoring report, the last
quarter of 2018 recorded the highest estimate for fish biomass

Bagawak Murado
Clerodendrum quadriloculare
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after 20 years of monitoring work. In addition to this, various
types of organisms were also found on mooring stations and
under the jetties, including colonies of sponges, bivalves, sea
snails, sea cucumbers, sea stars, crinoids, and tunicates, among
many others. Budding coral colonies are normally found as
well. These observations indicate a thriving marine community
and that First Gen’s operations have no detrimental impact
marine life in the area.
Among the power facilities, only the Mt. Apo Geothermal Project
is near a protected area. But protected area or not, the surrounding
forest of each geothermal project have high biodiversity values and
are maintained as such by the First Gen subsidiary, EDC. Healthy
forests ensure the replenishment of groundwater, which in turn
ensures the supply of steam to the geothermal plants.
EDC has been entrusted by the government to manage the forest
lands in its concessions. From an original forest cover of 54,395
hectares in 1984, the forest cover as of 2018 is 67,161 hectares—
an improvement of 23%. EDC employs a forest restoration

Scale-feathered Malkoha
Phaenicophaeus cumingi

program entitled “BINHI”. The program has, since 2008, resulted
in an additional forest cover of 9,323 hectares; rescued 96
endangered indigenous hardwood species; and partnered with 109
farmer associations who now help EDC patrol the forests. More
information on the program can be found at the BINHI website at
http://binhi.ph/.
On the habitat’s environmental services, EDC’s protected natural
forests and restored denuded forests reduce greenhouse gases—
mainly carbon dioxide—by storing it in their biomass. These forests
have stored about 97,862,070 tons of CO2 as of today and

Philippine Trogon
Harpactes ardens

have the ability to store 3,963,544 tons of CO2 per year, thus
further reducing the gases in the atmosphere that can cause global
warming leading to climate change.
With a healthy forest, EDC areas now host more than a thousand
species of plants, birds, reptiles, and mammals, with more than
half of these species endemic to the Philippines. Since the start
of monitoring in 2009, we recorded 3 critically endangered, 12
endangered, 33 vulnerable, and 57 near-threatened faunal species
that make their home in or were otherwise sighted across the
geothermal reservations.

Katmon Bayani
Dillenia megalantha
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SOCIAL
SUSTAINABILITY
PERFORMANCE
KEY TO A BETTER FUTURE
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INTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
The backbone of the company
SDG3

SDG5

SDG8

SDG10

SDG16

SDG17

Highlights
Zero labor
and zero
corruption
cases

Launched a
pioneering
program on
“emotional
well-being”

P26M

impact savings from
employees’ voluntary
sustainable actions

The employee is the unit of change and our partner in transforming FPH into a sustainable organization.

INFORMATION ON EMPLOYEES AND OTHER WORKERS

(GRI 102-7, 102-8, 405-1)

In 2018, FPH had 6,372 total employees working together towards a better Philippines. This represents a 5% increase
in the workforce with 292 more people employed than the previous year. In terms of location, 67% of employees or
4,271 were from Luzon; 30% or 1,928 were from Visayas; and 3% or 173 from Mindanao. Given this distribution, FPH
is able to provide livelihood opportunities to all three major island groups of the country.

EMPLOYEE BREAKDOWN BY CONTRACT TYPE AND GENDER

Female
Employees

6,372

Total Employees

Male
Employees

1,605

4,300

Total
Permanent

2,695

230

2,072

Total
Temporary

1,842

1,692

4,749

Total
Full-time

3,057

144

1,623

Total
Part-time

1,479

4,271

from Luzon

1,928

from Visayas

173

from Mindanao
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GENDER BREAKDOWN BY EMPLOYEE RANK
65% male

Managerial
Positions

13%

35% female

64% male

Supervisory
Positions

31%

36% female

64% male

Non-Supervisory
Positions

56%

36% female

The ratio of managers to supervisors is 1:2 while the ratio of supervisors to staff is 1:4. These values on the span of manpower
control are better than the usual international average of 1:8 to 1:10 and up to 1:15, respectively as inventoried by McKinsey in
20173. The smaller ratio ensures more staff coaching and direction as well as guidance by managers and supervisors. Managers
with small teams also provide opportunities for more engagement which help in employee retention.

100%

GENDER BREAKDOWN PER BUSINESS SEGMENT
Female
Male

50%

0%

Energy

Real
Estate

Construction Manufacturing

Healthcare

FPH
Head Office

In terms of gender distribution, there are more males in the energy, construction, and manufacturing business segments, given
the nature of their work. Nonetheless, the company provides equal opportunity to potential members of the company and
ensures that there is no discrimination in hiring and recruitment, and benefits enjoyed by the employees of both genders.

BENEFITS PROVIDED TO FULL-TIME EMPLOYEES

(GRI 401-2)

Besides providing its employees with all benefits mandated by labor laws in the Philippines such as leaves, overtime pay, 13th
month pay, and health insurance; FPH hosts activities and amenities that aim to positively impact employee well-being and
motivation. These include life coaching, quiet spaces, lactating rooms for mothers, and life resiliency advice, among others.
Furthermore, employees at the head office enjoy a flexible working schedule.
McKinsey (2017). How to identify the right ‘spans of control’ for your organization. Retrieved from https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/
organization/our-insights/how-to-identify-the-right-spans-of-control -for-your-organization
3
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OCCUPATIONAL ILLNESSES AND INJURIES

(403-3)

Occupational Health and Safety (OSH) in FPH is guided by the FPH Environment, Safety, and Health (ESH) policy and
the ESH Management System. The Enterprise Risk Management Group is chaired by FPH’s President and Chief Operating
Officer. The ESH department leads the development and alignment of group-wide ESH standards and systems; provides
direction and technical guidance to FPH companies in implementing standards and managing ESH matters; supports senior and
line management in reducing ESH risk; and ensures knowledge transfer and communication of key learning across the group.
Employees, workers, and contractors are represented in the ESH committee.
FPH has a health and wellness program for employees, which has six pillars: individual health risk assessment, healthy eating,
physical activity, sleep, smoking cessation, and emotional well-being. For work-related hazards, risks are identified by Job Hazard
Analysis; Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment and Control; and/or by a Hazard Identification Tool. Through these assessments
and following through with their prescribed measures, there were no recorded incidences of high-consequence work-related
injury and no fatalities for the year 2018. Out of 4,749 full-time employees, 3 ergonomic-related conditions were however
recorded and were given the needed therapy and medical interventions.

AVERAGE HOURS OF TRAINING (GRI 404-1, 404-2)
Being aware that a well-trained, motivated staff is the backbone of our company and that our people are at the very heart of our
business, FPH puts a premium on their professional growth and continuous development. The group provides training on core
competencies, people management, leadership, technical skills, and team development. FPH does this at par or even above
global industry standards. According to the 2018 State of the Industry Report sponsored by LinkedIn and Lynda.com, the average
number of formal learning hours per employee in mid-sized companies (500 - 9,999) was 32.84 hours in 2017. FPH provided an
average of 33.48 training hours per employee last 2018. On top of formal training, employees - particularly senior management
- are assigned to various subsidiaries to enhance their experience and expertise.

Average Training Hours
per Employee by Rank and Gender
17.56

Sr. Management
(VPs and Up )

33.64

37.75

Management
(Managers to AVP)

44.59

41.93

Supervisory
(Supervisors to Asst. Managers)

35.69

33.76
hours

32.98
hours

29.02

29.51
21.88

Average Training Hours
per Employee by Gender

Consultant
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AVERAGE

33.48
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EMPLOYEE EMBEDDING
Recognizing that the organization’s sustainable operation
depends on the transformation of individual employees, we
have invested in an “Employee Embedding Program” called
“Step Up” since 2017. In general, our embedding program
adopts the principle introduced by the Network for Business
Sustainability where the overall goal is the convergence
of “Fulfillment” (What the organization should do) and
“Innovation” (What the organization can do).
Since transformational processes take time, in 2018, we
continued the “Step Up” Program with the objective of
building a clear understanding of the sustainable lifestyle
by FPH employees and at the same time encouraging them
to practice the philosophy in the office, their homes and
their communities. During the period, we focused on the

Fuel

following themes: a) energy and water, b) responsible travel,
c) consumption and waste, and d) food and healthy living.
Awareness campaigns were done online using the platform
“WeSpire”, which introduced sustainability to users while
simultaneoulsy logging their positive impacts. The “WeSpire”
Project recorded a total of 45,524 voluntary sustainable
actions for 2018. Below are the cost savings from these
employee actions.
At the end of the year, we conducted a survey across FPH
to look into the current awareness and understanding of
sustainability across the conglomerate, as well as to find
out what about sustainability and sustainable living our

Waste

45,524

Water

SUSTAINABLE ACTIONS

Emissions

IMPACT SAVINGS (Php)
Emissions
Energy
Water
Fuel

Energy

Waste

395,212.76
24,227,000.00
606,228.44
1,342,640.50
313,080.84
26,884,162.53
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employees wanted to better understand. The results of the
survey explains the high number of their voluntary sustainable
actions. Highlights of the employee responses are:

• Employees most associate environmental stewardship,
financial stability and healthy living with sustainability.
Based on the records and survey responses, we believe
that sustainability is understood and appreciated by the
employees. Deepening sessions in various units will continue
to increase the sustainability warriors in the company.

• Employees often or always hear sustainability discussed
in the office.
• About 74% of the employees often practice sustainable
actions at home and at work.

FPH EMPLOYEES AWARENESS ON SUSTAINABILITY
Top aspects FPH employees associate
the most to sustainability

Do you regularly hear the word “sustainability” in the office?

Do you practice sustainable actions at home and at work?
Never

Rarely

Top inspiration for FPH
employees to Step Up

Sometimes

Often

Environmental
Stewardship

Always

Financial
Stability

Healthy
Living

Which topics are easy or challenging to do sustainable actions?
Easy

Neutral

Challenging

Energy Efficiency
Water Efficiency
Care for the
environment

Their families
and future

Responsible Consumption

Waste Consumption
Healthy Living
Responsible Travel

Community
and society

Sustainable Food
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EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDERS
Maintaining harmonious relations
SDG1

SDG2

SDG3

SDG4

SDG5

SDG6

SDG8

SDG10

SDG11

SDG16

SDG17

Highlights
Inclusive business is adopted in FPH projects with underprivileged communities
Together, the FPH subsidiaries can contribute to the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals
We fulfill our obligations to our external stakeholders by respecting their rights, providing quality services/products and supporting
their development.

LOCAL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

(GRI 413-1)

The community investments amounted to Php 149,240,152 in 2018. These comprise of educational, livelihood, environmental
and disaster preparedness interventions.

Health
Php 6,402,292.56

Education
Php 57,065,353.71

Livelihood
Php 37,945,875.63

Environment
Php 35,567,829.63

Disaster Preparedness
and Response
Php 2,985,411.96

External Relations/
Stakeholder Engagement

TOTAL

Php 9,273,388.08

149,240,151.57

The focus of our Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) initiatives for 2018 was mainly on the environment, specifically on
building the ecosystem services of our work sites as a robust environment will physically protect our assets from extreme climate
events. It is also the source of materials for our businesses and the livelihoods of our host communities. All subsidiaries adopted
the BINHI forest restoration program where denuded forests around project sites were planted with the rarest, threatened and
native tree species. Subsidiaries in built-up areas and tenants of commercial buildings did their share by planting BINHI species in
their landscaping. We have urban forests in the First Philippine Industrial Park in Batangas, Eugenio Lopez Center in Antipolo and
Rockwell in their multiple project sites. Other environmental initiatives include coastal clean-ups, urban gardening, and training
on Waste Analysis and Characterization Study for community officers.
Another community focus was education, in order to prepare our youth to decent livelihood to help their families and to develop
them as future leaders. Educational support activities included the rehabilitation and construction of school facilities, on-the-job
training/work immersion, scholarship programs and provision of educational materials.
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Livelihood activities included trainings ranging from leadership, entrepreneurship, and skills and values reorientation. Communitybased skills training included bread and pastry-making, preparing hot meals, scaffold erection, and project management.
To strengthen our CSR initiatives, the FPH Corporate Sustainability Group held a social investment workshop last May 2018
for the CSR officers of the various subsidiaries to unify the approach in the selection of strategic CSR projects and to identify
fleetwide projects to maximize the value brought about by the expertise that were derived from successful projects across the
conglomerate.
Lastly, we provided livelihood to the poorest segment of our host communities known as the “base of the pyramid” (BOP), which
are found in the mountain villages of our geothermal projects. This intervention is important as not all community members can
be accommodated as employees in our projects. The other FPH projects are located in urbanized cities and municipalities where
people have access to livelihood oppoortunities in other business establishments. We develop the capacity of BOPs in our host
areas because with livelihood, they can access other basic needs. Below is our model for inclusive business operations.
The members of the BOP in geothermal projects are part of the value chain of EDC. They are:
• Service providers that reforest geothermal reservations as a livelihood option from EDC, thereby helping generate steam to
run the geothermal plants;
• Support crew named as “bull gang” during drilling of the wells to lift the steam from the geothermal reservoir which are fed
to the power plant;
• Service providers for civil works and administration/maintenance in operating power plants; and
• Buyers of electricity in the area whose fees are subsidized through the royalty payments of the company.

ROLE OF COMMUNITIES IN EDC VALUE CHAIN

Value Chain
Forest
Steam
(Service Providers)

Drilling
(Employees)

Forest protection
Reforestation

Bull Gang

44 Villages
22,000
Households

Comprehensive Environmental
Management Program

Electricity
Plant Maintenance
(Suppliers &
(Suppliers &
Service Providers) Service Providers)
Admin/Civil works

Admin/Labor

Sale
(Buyers)
Subsidy from
royalty per
Local Govt Code

1,179 MW
Geothermal Projects

Fluid Collection &
Recycling System
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On the other hand, other business locations outside the EDC geothermal projects are not in underprivileged areas. Processes for
social inclusivity are still being put in place, particularly in:
a) Rockwell, whose sites are self-contained communities that adopt mixed urban planning where people can work, live, rest, and
can be entertained;
b) In FPIP, we used to look at the requirements of the locators. Now, we also look into how we can help and care of our workers.
We are putting up a township to give them the needed facilities for an integrated community.

EMPLOYEE TRAINING ON HUMAN RIGHTS POLICIES

(GRI 412-1, 412-2)

FPH is guided by its Responsible Asset Protection Policy which stresses upholding the Principles of Human Rights in the
conduct of all operations. Training on human rights for security personnel and employees is important especially in power projects
where they interface directly with communities. Specifically, Human Rights seminars are part of the “Program of Instructions”
for all our security personnel during their mandatory training before they can renew and be issued their License to Exercise
Security Profession. These seminars include: a) In Service Enhancement Security Training for security officers and industrial
guards and b) Basic Security Supervisory Course for security officers. In addition to this, we conducted trainings, awareness talks,
and guidance on the proper implementation of all security policies and regulations not only for our security personnel but also for
our employees, contractors and other stakeholders. As a result, there was no incident of violation of principles of human rights
across all the sites.
In 2019, the protocols specific to varying natures of operation shall be developed in consultation with the FPH subsidiaries.
Regular trainings shall be scheduled thereafter.

INCIDENTS OF NON-COMPLIANCE CONCERNING PRODUCT AND SERVICE
INFORMATION AND LABELING (GRI 417-2)
There were no incidents of non-compliance concerning product and service information, labeling, and marketing for the year
2018. Of our subsidiaries, Asian Eye Institute Inc. abides by the Philippine Academy of Ophthalmology Code of Ethics; Rockwell
adheres to the Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board advertisement guidelines; and First Philec uses the American National
Standards Institute, Institute of Integrated Electrical Engineers of the Philippines, and Underwriters Laboratories standards as
references.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Contributing to Planet Integrity and Social Equity

For the past two years, FPH has identified its contributions to the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United
Nations. Recognizing that no company can address all SDGs, in 2018 we reviewed the initiatives, capacities, and interests of
subsidiaries to understand which SDGs are meaningful to them. The FPH businesses segment supports the following goals:
• Energy - SDGs 1 through 17
• Real Estate - SDGs 1-5, 8, 9, and 14-17
• Manufacturing - SDGs 3, 5, 8, 14, 16, and 17

• Construction - SDGs 3, 5, 8, 9, and 14-17
• Healthcare - SDGs 3, 5, 8, 9, 16, and 17

We are aware that the SDG initiatives will be sustainable if they are aligned with the core business of the subsidiary and each one’s
understanding of their role in society.
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FPH CONTRIBUTION TO THE UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
SDG MAP

01

05
03
Good Health &
Well-Being

67,120 jobs generated
(directly and indirectly)

Zero
Hunger

109 farmer communities
given livelihoods valued at
Php 33.3 million
Php 37.9M invested in
socio-economic programs

06
Clean Water
& Sanitation
127,608 hectares of
natural forests protected
155 hectares of forest
areas rehabilitated
67,048 trees planted in
restoration areas
Provision of Water,
Sanitation and Hygiene
(WASH) facility
benefitting
1,394 students

04

02

No
Poverty

Quality
Education

61,237 eye patients
served

Feeding program which
supported 969 children

Community health
and employee wellness
initiatives at Php6.4M

Scholarship and school
facilities assistance at
Php57.0 M

07
08
Affordable &
Clean Energy
20,895.37 GWh
of clean and low carbon
energy generated
Powered 1 of 5
light bulbs
Served 48
organizations and
11 industries

13
12
Climate
Action

Decent Work
& Economic
Growth
Compliance with
labor standards (zero
labor case)
Generated 67,210
decent jobs

Industry,
Innovation &
Infrastructure
Research on energy
solutions ongoing

Life on Land

14,582,938 tons GHG
emissions avoided

77 hectares of forest
protected for food
support

3,964,182 tons GHG
sequestered

1,554 hectares of
35 marine habitats
protected

Offset of 69% of
company’s
GHG footprint

10 hectares mangrove
plantation protected

Equal respect for the rights
of employees and equal
consideration of male and
female concerns in host
communities

09

14

Responsible
Consumption
& Production

Issuance of Gender Equality
and Diversity Policy for
internal and external
stakeholders

10

15

Life Below
Water

Gender
Equality

127,608 hectares of
forests protected
155 hectares of forest
areas rehabilitated
67,048 trees planted in
restoration areas
96 rare and threatened
indigenous species
rescued

Reduced
Inequalities
Php 224 M community
investment value
Gender Equality and
Diversity Policy
Human Rights Policy

11

Sustainable
Cities &
Communities
5,812,015 sq m. real
estate area developed
observing building
and green codes

16
Peace, Justice
& Strong
Institutions
Code of Business
Conduct and Ethics
enhanced
Social safeguard policies
installed regarding
human rights, gender
equality, sustainable
security, corporate social
responsibility, and culture
and indigenous peoples

17
Partnership
for the Goals
90 networks sustained
and 8 new partnerships
in ESG themes
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EXTERNAL
ASSURANCE
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UPDATE ON ASSURERS’ RECOMMENDATIONS
FPH continues to appoint an External Review Committee (ERC) with experts from the academia to assess its sustainability
practices and processes. These experts verify all data collated for the report at the subsidiary level through the interview of
pertinent executives and stakeholder groups. We value the advice and recommendations given by the ERC as part of the
continuous improvement of our operations.

2017 Expert Recommendation
1. Group-level gender, anti-corruption, and indigenous
peoples policy

FPH Action
The prescribed gender and indigenous peoples policies are
part of the environmental and social safeguard policies
formulated in 2018 to guide the group. The development of
these policies was a group-wide undertaking with discussions
among subsidiaries and internal stakeholders on the proposed
policies based on their ground-level experiences.
The anti-corruption policy under the Code of Conduct and
Business Ethics was reviewed and was found to be sufficient.

2. Enhancement of local government and
community relations in anticipation of a shift of
administration to a federal government

FPH subsidiaries continue to closely engage with local
governments and communities at their sites of operations
and will be prepared should there be a change in the form of
administration.

3. Institute sustainability policies and a scorecard for
project management

Five environmental and social safeguards policies were developed
in 2018. In addition to gender equality and indigenous peoples,
FPH developed policies on human rights, responsible asset
protection, and corporate social responsibility. The scorecard for
project management will be added to the scorecard developed in
2018 (see item 5 below).

4. System for publicly sharing real-time data
on important but non-confidential operational
indicators

We have developed a database to enable the sharing of
important indicators and other information on group
operations. Development and update of the FPH website is
currently underway.

5. Scorecard to capture and measure the costs
and benefits of the company’s social initiatives

A scorecard to capture each subsidiary’s impact, risk and
opportunities related to social initiatives has been created
and will be developed further in 2019.
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University of Asia and the Pacific - Center for Social Responsibility

Independent Assurance Statement
– External Review Committee

Assurance/FPH/SR/2018
Manila
16 April 2019
Original: English

A. General Disclosures
This 2018 Sustainability Report (SR) of First Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPHC, Conglomerate or Group) is a review of the
company’s operations in terms of its economic, environmental, and social performance. A panel of experts collectively known as the
External Review Committee (ERC) has been constituted to review the SR in terms of its alignment to the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) standards on report quality and content.
FPHC predetermined the sites visited, the respondents chosen, and readily furnished the supporting data and information requested
by the ERC. FPHC also shouldered all expenses related to the assurance process including the administration and logistical costs
of the ERC members and the support provided by the Center for Social Responsibility of the University of Asia & the Pacific (UA&PCSR). To maintain the accuracy and objectivity of the review process, the Center for Social Responsibility of the University of Asia
and the Pacific was commissioned to administer the activities of the ERC.
The output of this report is intended for FPHC’s senior management, shareholders, creditors, and other parties interested in
understanding the company’s triple-bottom-line performance vis-à-vis its stakeholders’ reasonable expectations.

B. Level of Assurance & Methodology
The assurance process for the 2018 SR report is limited by the scope defined in the Content Index of the SR, the individuals
interviewed, the sites visited, and the data and information provided by FPHC to the ERC. FPHC provided the documents, manuals,
policies, reports, and financial statements, among others, to the ERC. FPHC also organized the interviews conducted by the ERC
members to the company’s key people. However, FPHC officers were not included in the employee and community interviews to
maintain the integrity of the review process.
The ERC members interviewed key personnel or visited the sites of the FPHC subsidiary companies namely, the Energy Development
Corporation (EDC), First Generation Corporation (First Gen), Rockwell Land Corporation (Rockwell), First Philippine Industrial Park
(FPIP), First Philippine Realty Corporation (FPRC), First Balfour Corporation (First Balfour), Asian Eye Institute (Asian Eye), First
Philippine Industrial Corporation (FPIC) and First Philec Inc. (FPI). The ERC used the 2017 SR report as baseline data and information
reference for the reporting of FPHC’s operations for 2018. The experts made their individual findings based on the information
relevant to their subject areas.
The assurance statement does not represent the view of the organizations that the ERC members are affiliated to, or that of UA&PCSR. Moreover, the assurance statement is not an endorsement of FPHC’s approaches, strategies and core beliefs. The assurance
process assumed that all data and information provided by the company are complete and true.

C. Findings
Economic performance. As far as economic disclosures are concerned, FPH is a paragon of sustainability reporting. Its economic
disclosures have satisfied the elaborate reporting requirements of the GRI. In fact, the assurance verification process yielded
sufficient evidence that support FPH’s economic disclosures. The superior quality of its economic disclosures particularly on
economic performance, market presence, procurement practices, anti-corruption, and anti-competitive behavior confirms the
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conglomerate’s solid commitment to pursue business activities that meaningfully boost the economy, environment, and society.
Environmental performance. In terms of environmental disclosures, the performance of FPHC varies from one subsidiary to
another. It is worth highlighting that FPHC has adopted gender, human rights and indigenous peoples/cultural heritage policies as
recommended by the panel of experts in 2017 which are also aligned with the values of FPHC. Moreover, the companies covered by
the environmental review (i.e. First Gen, First Balfour, and FRPC) have improved their data gathering and quality of data presentation.
The ability to compare environmental performance data year over year will be of great use for future sustainability performance and
reporting. Specifically, the climate-related data, water, solid, and toxic waste indicators are particularly good, making it easier for
FPHC to accurately and confidently determine its climate footprint and other sustainability challenges (e.g. plastic waste) and how
these could be managed best.
In contrast, there are gaps in the biological diversity reporting that need to be addressed, albeit the data and performance on forests
and trees are respectable. For instance, a full biodiversity inventory of the premises of the Eugenio Lopez Center and additional work
on reforesting the premises of First Gas in Batangas should be ctonducted. Likewise, there is a need to monitor how its quarrying
operations would impact the landscapes and biodiversity in areas where First Balfour operates.
Social performance. The status of FPHC’s sustainability journey in the social category appears to be on track but its subsidiaries are
at various stages of integration and sustainability maturity. In particular, the subsidiaries covered by the review (i.e. FPIP, Rockwell
and Asian Eye) have varying sustainability maturity levels. It can be observed that their initiatives are not related to the core of their
business operations but are more directed to human capital and material development. It is in this sense that a unified conglomeratewide program that aims to introduce transformational initiatives is highly recommended. These initiatives will mobilize both people
and communities toward life-changing and self-reliant practices. It is noted that most of the subsidiaries are already pursuing such
transformational projects and they merely need strengthening, enhancement and systematic delivery of services.

D. Recommendations
After conducting the review of the different subsidiaries in terms of their economic, environment, and social performances, the ERC
is recommending the following steps:
Develop instruments (e.g. summary measures, metrics, and benchmarks) of economic performance and use them for
analyzing financial implications, risks, and opportunities to the company. These instruments may be related to measuring
the effects of climate change; impact of infrastructure investments and services driven by existing socioeconomic
conditions in host communities; benefit incidence and cost effectiveness of corporate social responsibility projects; and
the contributions to the attainment of the country’s development agenda and sustainable development goals. FPHC can
benefit in the formulation of these instruments by adopting a value chain and/or inter-industry approach in the valuation
and analysis of significant indirect economic impacts. Moreover, the company can help advance the cause of inclusive
growth by exploring possibilities of moving from corporate social responsibility projects towards social enterprise building,
inclusive business activities, and inclusive business models that can trace the inclusion of the bottom of the pyramid in the
value chain of the conglomerate’s activities;
From the data perspective, there needs to be some improvement in identifying biodiversity indicators. Priority needs to be
focused on conducting a comprehensive biodiversity inventory both at the conglomerate and business subsidiary levels.
Likewise, FPHC can consider launching an extensive urban forestry program and anti-plastic waste campaign since many
of its subsidiaries are already strategically positioned for such programs;
Use the growth model approach for FPHC social transformation initiatives. The model, popularized by John Whitmore
(2002) for coaching, takes the value of emphasizing the steps in goal attainment while the beneficiaries are encouraged
to coach themselves to engage in self-learning initiatives. The model can be further enriched by sustainability projects
related to Conference of Parties (COP) 21 as applied to households and individual behavioral change for sustainability.
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CERTIFICATION
We, the members of the External Review Committee, have validated via external assurance activities the First Philippine Holdings’ SR 2018
performance, as presented in its Sustainability Report, based on Global Reporting Initiative Standards (GRI Standards) and disclosure
guidelines and requirements relying on relevant data or information disclosed to and/or received by us during the validation process. This
certification does not extend to matters beyond the coverage of such data or information and/or outside the scope of such process. More so,
nothing in our assurance statement should be construed as a position or opinion of the organizations where we are presently connected.
Our collective external assurance statement is attached hereto.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hereunto set our hands this 16th of April 2019 at the University of Asia and the Pacific.
Prof. Nanette G. Dungo, PhD, is the former chairperson of the Department of Sociology, College of Social Sciences & Philosophy,
University of the Philippines, Diliman. She served as a Professional Development Associate in the Office of Instruction under
the U.P. Chancellor, and Professional Development Associate in the Office of the Vice-President, International Relations.
Currently, she is an adjunct professor in UA&P as a faculty member in the School of Law and Governance under its Political
Economy Program, teaching courses on Philippine Society and Culture, Migration & Development, Culture and Development,
and Qualitative Research. Her research involvements and conference papers have been written in the area of Development
Studies which covered the topics on Women, Children, Youth, and Community Evaluation Projects. Current researches and
papers written for local and international conferences are on Social Costs of Migration, Identity and Transnationalism, Migration
and the Paradox of Parenting, Identity and Fragmented Citizenship in the Global Site.
Prof. Nanette Dungo, Ph.D.
Former Chairperson,
Department of Sociology
University of the Philippines, Diliman
Dr. Cid L. Terosa is an economist, educator, and consultant. He is the former Dean of the School of Economics of the University
of Asia and the Pacific. Currently, he is an Associate Professor and Director of the Applied Business Economics Program of the
University of Asia and the Pacific. He specializes in input-output economics, has presented several papers on related topics in
local and international conferences, and is a member of the International Input-Output Association. He worked as consultant to
various private companies, government agencies, and international institutions. In collaboration with the Social Economics Unit
of the School of Economics of the University of Asia and the Pacific, he conducted several studies on cooperatives including
their multiplier effects on national and local economies. He has also led a research team tasked to update, re-estimate, and
recalibrate the input-output simulator model of the National Economic Development Authority. He is currently involved in
developing a tourism masterplan for Siargao and Corregidor Islands.

Dr. Cid Terosa, Ph.D.
Former Dean, School of Economics
University of Asia & the Pacific
Dr. Antonio G.M. La Viña is a leader, teacher, thinker and lawyer. He is an expert on Philippine constitutional and political law;
Philippine, ASEAN and international environmental law and policy, including climate change, natural resources, energy, mining,
and gas/oil law; the law and policy on international and domestic accountability and liability of public and private actors. He
teaches law, governance, environmental policy, negotiations, and philosophy in ten learning institutions. Prof. La Viña was
Dean of the Ateneo School of Government from June 2006 to May 2016. From 1996-1998, he was undersecretary of the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources. He also did an eight-year stint from 1999-2007 in the World Resources
Institute. He is currently Senior Fellow of Manila Observatory, after serving as its Executive Director in 2016-2017. Prof. La Viña
is currently a member of the Permanent Court of Arbitration’s Specialized Panel of Arbitrators and the Accreditation Panel of
the Green Climate Fund; the Chair of the Partnership Council of Partnerships in the Environmental Management for the Seas
of East Asia; as well as the Chair of the Board of Trustees of the Forest Foundation Philippines. He is also the the co-founder
and member of the board of Ashoka: Innovators for the Public (Philippines) Inc.

Dr. Antonio G.M. La Viña, LLM, JSD

Senior Fellow, Manila Observatory
Professor and former Dean, Ateneo School of Government
Professorial lecturer, Ateneo School of Law and University of the Philippines College of Law
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DISCLOSURES ON MANAGEMENT APPROACH

(GRI 103-1, 103-2, 103-3)

Our Corporate Sustainability Policy, which espouses the improvement of people’s lives and futures through
responsible growth and investments, guides our management approaches. The policy is complemented by
our Corporate Code of Conduct and Ethics which guides how we attain our economic, environmental and
social objectives.

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
Measuring our economic performance, both current and
future, is critical to the evaluation of FPH. It is the means
through which we can maximize shareholder value. We have
a well-established accounting and budgeting system that
allows us to track both our actual and potential performance.
FPH’s approach to manage its economic impact on its
stakeholders aims to enhance positive impacts and avoid,
mitigate or remediate risks. This is done through a cyclical
process that involves: a) identifying FPH’s long-term growth
targets and the contributions of each subsidiary to these
targets; b) developing and refining the strategies, required
resources, and action plans on a regular basis to achieve the
targets; c) regularly identifying and quantifying the risks
and mitigants related to the strategies and action plans; d)
executing the action plans; and e) continuously monitoring
results against targets and refining projected results given
actual data.
FPH’s financial results are summarized annually in
consolidated financial statements which are prepared in

compliance with Philippine Financial Reporting Standards.
The Board of Directors reviews and approves the consolidated
financial statements and submits them to the stockholders
of the Company. Independent auditors, appointed by the
stockholders, examine the consolidated financial statements
of the company in accordance with Philippine Standards on
Auditing.
FPH adopted its Manual on Corporate Governance on January
1, 2003. Its most recent iteration was last July 31, 2014.
It continues to evolve as part of the management’s ongoing
thrust to professionalize operations and to promote synergy
and sustainability between FPH and its subsidiaries.
In November 2018, the FPH Board resolved to include
“sustainability” as part of their fiduciary responsibilities. The
FPH Code of Conduct and Business Ethics has been amended
accordingly to reflect the attention to material sustainability
issues that will affect or pose risks and provide business values
to the operation.

ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
In line with the Philippine Constitution which provides for
the right of everyone to a balanced and healthful ecology,
FPH ensures that all its subsidiaries protect the environment.
The conglomerate complies with all environmental laws
and regulations in the country and cooperates fully with
the regulatory and enforcement agencies. It also supports
relevant international conventions entered by the Philippine
government on natural resources management, biodiversity,
waste management, health, safety, and sustainable
development.

We adopt the “Mitigation Hierarchy Principle” which prescribes
the following action in order of importance: a) avoidance of
activity to prevent potential adverse impacts; b) minimization
of intensity and duration of adverse impacts; c) restoration to
re-establish the system’s composition, structure and function;
and d) offset of adverse effects of the operation. To protect
ecosystems, FPH also adopts the “Precautionary Principle”,
which prevents environmental degradation by ensuring that
decisions on actions which may affect the environment are
based on science.
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We have established an Environmental Management System
aligned with the Philippine Environmental Impact Assessment
System. We constantly identify and assess the environmental
aspects and impacts of our operations and other activities.
Corresponding environmental management programs have
been installed to minimize or eliminate potential adverse
impacts and enhance potential positive impacts.

conditions, and other relevant regulatory requirements.
Major projects with permits issued by the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources are monitored by a thirdparty Multi-Partite Monitoring Team in addition to monitoring
activities conducted by government regulators.

The projects and operating assets have assigned Compliance
Officers and Pollution Control Officers to oversee the
company’s compliance with environmental standards, permit

SOCIAL PERFORMANCE
FPH supports its internal and external stakeholders. Inside
the business fence, we are committed to develop our most
important asset - our people. To benefit from the rich
experiences and expertise within the company, create a
common culture across the organization, and integrate various
human resource systems; we focus on competencies that
serve as the basis for hiring, training, managing performance
and rewarding our employees.
We recognize the need for continuous development across
all levels in the organization. FPH has a training policy that
outlines the mechanics of the Training Enrollment and
Participation program, as well as an Annual Performance
Engagement Process and Development Plan that identifies
and tracks the competencies of employees so that they are
empowered to take charge of their own development. Our
Human Resources Group regularly conducts employee
satisfaction surveys.
FPH complies with national labor laws and general labor
standards required by the government, as well as international
labor conventions entered by the Philippine government.
Beyond the business fence, we maintain harmonious
relationships with our host communities and other
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stakeholders. We ensure that, as our businesses progress, our
host communities and other stakeholders progress with us. Our
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) statement provides
that we shall uphold the rights of our stakeholders and stresses
our role as enablers of social and national development.
Specific policies were issued and approved by the Board’s
Corporate Governance Committee on December 2018
consisting of prescriptions on: a) human rights, b) gender
equality and diversity, c) responsible asset protection, d)
corporate social responsibility, and e) culture and indigenous
peoples.
Our social initiatives and programs are guided by a CSR
Council and monitored through the submission of Social
Investment Information records for comparability across the
conglomerate. In 2017, this monitoring record was also aligned
with the national indicators for the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) that have been approved by the President of
the Philippines. The SDG contributions of all subsidiaries are
submitted to a business NGO portal and are then submitted
to the country’s National Economic Development Authority
which reviews them and eventually facilitates submission to the
United Nations.

GRI CONTENT INDEX
For the Materiality Disclosures Service, GRI Services reviewed that the GRI content
index is clearly presented and the references for Disclosures 102-40 to 102-49 align
with appropriate sections in the body of the report.

Disclosure Number and Title

Page # /
Reference

Omissions and Remarks

Omissions and Remarks

GRI 101: Foundation 2016
GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016
Organizational Profile
102-1

Name of the organization

First Philippine Holdings

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and
services

102-3

Location of headquarters

6th Floor, Tower 3, Rockwell Business Center,
Ortigas Avenue, Pasig 1604, Philippines

102-4

Location of operations

Philippines

102-5

Ownership and legal form

FPH is corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Philippines and
is listed in the Philippine Stock Exchange. Lopez Holdings Corporation LHC is the
parent of FPH and owns 48.91% of the outstanding capital stock.

102-6

Markets served

102-7

Scale of the organization

23, 41

102-8

Information on employees and other
workers

41-42

102-9

Supply chain

FPH, as a parent and holding company, only has a procurement process primarily
for the requirements of administration such as office supplies, vehicle fleet, admin
services, etc. Each subsidiary has their respective supply chain processes.

102-10

Significant changes to the
organization and its supply chain

Delisting of Energy Development Corporation, a subsidiary of First Gen. Corporation
(power segment of FPH)

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

102-12

External initiatives

102-13

Membership of associations

10

10
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12-13

Power generation, real estate development, manufacturing, construction, and
healthcare services

Electric utilities and the public
FPH operates 53 business units and has 4,300 regular employees as of 2018. As of
December 31, 2018 the consolidated net income of FPH is Php 20.2 billion.

Discussed in the section on Disclosures on Management Approach, Environmental
Performance
See Forging Partnerships
1. Forest Foundation Philippines (FPH Chairman is a Board of Trustee)
2. WWF Philippines (FPH Chairman is a Board of Trustee)
3. Water Alliance (FPH President is the organization’s president)
4. Philippine Business for Social Progress (FPH President is PBSP president)
5. Philippine Business for the Environment (EDC President is PBE president)
6. National Geothermal Association of the Philippines (member)
7. Wind Energy Developers Association (member)
8. Renewable Energy Association (member)
9. Philippine Solar Alliance (member)
10. Philippine Hydro (member)

Strategy
102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

6

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

21

Ethics and Integrity
102-16

Values, principles, standards, and
norms of behavior

8-9
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Disclosure Number and Title

Page # /
Reference

Omissions andOmissions
Remarks

and Remarks

Ethics and Integrity
102-17

Mechanisms for advice and
concerns about ethics

FPH has a Corporate Code of Conduct and Ethics which is introduced to all new
employees, as well as a Whistleblower Policy with a pertinent process and protection
of the whistleblower. Outside of these, the company accepts concerns in any medium
(verbal, letters, phone calls, etc.) and available to all.

Governance
102-18

Governance structure

FPH’s current board composition serves to insure independent, impartial and fair
discussions having four independents, seven non-executive and four executive
members.
Pursuant to the Manual for Corporate Governance, the Board has formed chartered
standing committees: a Corporate Governance Committee, a Compensation
and Remuneration Committee; an Audit Committee; a Finance and Investment
Committee; and a Board Risk Oversight Committee. FPH also has an Internal Audit
Group (“IAG”) composed of Certified Public Accountants (CPA) and Certified Internal
Auditors (CIA), among others.

102-19

Delegating authority

This is done through the issuance of policies which are binding on senior
management and on all employees such as the sustainability policies on for
Responsible Asset Protection, Human Rights, Gender Equality and Diversity, and
Cultural Heritage and Indigenous Peoples, among others.

102-20

Executive-level responsibility for
economic, environmental, and
social topics

FPH has a Chief Sustainability Officer who reports to the Chairman.

102-21

Consulting stakeholders on
economic, environmental, and
social topics

102-22

Composition of the highest
governance body and its
committees

20-21
The highest governance body is the FPH Board. The Board of Directors is composed
of the Chairman & CEO, Vicechairman, Chairman Emeritus & Chief Strategic Officer,
President & Chief Operating Officer, six (6) Directors, and four (4) Independent
Directors.
Pursuant to the Manual for Corporate Governance, the Board has formed chartered
standing committees: a Corporate Governance Committee, a Compensation
and Remuneration Committee; an Audit Committee; a Finance and Investment
Committee; and a Board Risk Oversight Committee. FPH also has an Internal Audit
Group (“IAG”) composed of Certified Public Accountants (CPA) and Certified Internal
Auditors (CIA), among others.
For sustainability governance, the highest body is the FPH Board with the Corporate
Governance Committee as the oversight group. The committee is composed of two
(2) independent directors, two (2) non- executive directors and two (2) executive
directors.

102-23

Chair of the highest governance
body

The Board of Directors is led by Mr. Frederico R. Lopez, the Chairman and CEO
of FPH. As provided in the By-laws and the Manual for Corporate Governance,
the Chairman shall preside at all meetings of the stockholders and of the Board
of Directors. The Chairman shall also ensure that meetings of the Board are held
in accordance with the By- Laws or as the Chairman may deem necessary; in
coordination with the Corporate Secretary, taking into consideration the suggestions
of the Chief Executive Officer, Management and the directors, supervise the
preparation of the agenda of the meetings; assist in ensuring compliance with the
Manual; maintain lines of communication and information between the Board and
Management; and exercise such powers as may be conferred on him by the Board.
As CEO, Mr. Lopez is in charge of the general management and administration of
FPH. He shall also provide information of the performance of the Company. The
Company has found this arrangement to be effective, as having these two combined
roles in one individual expedites the discussions and decision-making.
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Disclosure Number and Title

Page # /
Reference

Omissions and Remarks

Governance
102-24

Nominating and selecting the
highest governance body

The Company has used professional search firms or other external sources of
candidates (such as consulting the director databases set up by the Institute of
Corporate Directors) when searching for candidates to the board. Each director
is furnished a director’s kit, which contains, among other things, the relevant
PSE Rules, Manual for Corporate Governance, Corporate Code of Conduct and
Committee Charters. The Company also encourages directors/commissioners to
attend on-going or continuous professional education programs.

102-25

Conflicts of interest

The Audit Committee has been created to detect, determine and resolve any
possible conflict of interest between the company and/or its group and their directors,
officers and significant shareholders. The External Auditor is engaged to review the
related party transactions. The Company submits itself to oversight by government
and regulatory institutions and agencies. The Company engages third-party
institutions to evaluate the fairness of major related party transactions.
FPH has a Conflict of Interest Policy , Disclosure and Trading Policy and Related
Party Transactions policy, available at the FPH website:
https://www.fphc.com/corporategovernance/enterprise-riskmanagementsystem-company-policies/

102-26

Role of highest governance body
in setting purpose, values, and
strategy

The Board of Directors, with the help of senior management, formulates the
organization’s purpose, value, or mission statements and related matters. The Board
annually reviews, as necessary, the vision and mission of FPH. The latest amended
vision and mission was disseminated in the 2013 Annual Report. As far as the
Environment and Corporate Social Responsibility, FPH’s Manual provides thus:
“16. Environment.
The Corporation is committed to sustainable development. It shall operate
nd maintain its business in compliance with the requirements of applicable
environmental laws, rules, regulations and generally accepted industry practices. The
Corporation is committed to provide services that are responsive to customer needs
and comply with environmental, occupational safety and health laws and regulations
and other applicable requirements to which the organization subscribes. The
Corporation shall conduct its business in a manner that will protect the environment
These matters are also covered by the Risk Management Committee which meets
every semester. The Risk Management Committee has the following specific powers
and functions:
i. oversee the formulation and establishment of an enterprise-wide risk management
system;
ii. review, analyze and recommend the policy, framework, strategy, method and/or
system used by the Corporation to manage risks, threats or liabilities;
iii. review and assess the likelihood and magnitude of the impact of material events
on the Corporation and/or to recommend measures, responses or solutions to avoid
or reduce risks or exposures; and
iv. perform such other duties and functions and/or assume such responsibilities as
may be delegated by the Board ofDirectors.

102-27

Collective knowledge of highest
governance body

Upon election, each director is furnished with a director’s kit that contains among
other things the Manual on Corporate Governance and Corporate Code of Conduct.
A list of their duties and responsibilities is found in our Manual on Corporate
Governance.
Our directors and officers go through trainings from the Institute of Corporate
Directors, a non-stock non-profit organization dedicated to the professionalization of
Philippine corporate directorship.
Additionally, Section 19 of the Manual on Corporate Governance provides:
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and Remarks

Governance
102-27

Collective knowledge of highest
governance body

“19.Orientation Process; Training
New directors should be familiarized with the Corporation’s operations, senior
Management and its business environment and be inducted in terms of their fiduciary
duties and responsibilities as well as in respect of the Board’s expectations. If new
directors have no board experience, they should receive orientation in their
unaccustomed responsibility. Orientation or, in proper cases, subject to the Board’s
assessment on skills and trainings needed, training opportunities for existing and
potential directors should be identified and appropriate development or action
undertaken.”

102-28

Evaluating the highest governance
body’s performance

FPH conducts an annual self-assessment survey on the Board of Directors,
each member of the Board, the Chairman and CEO, Board Committees, and the
President. The survey includes questions on the Board’s performance for the past
year with respect to its strategic and business plans, its program of corporate social
responsibility, the Company’s financial objectives, plans and actions, among others.
Further, the Board and senior management make periodic reviews of risks which
would cover financial, economic, environmental and social risks. This review is done
regularly which involves presentations to FPH’s Risk Management Committee.

102-29

Identifying and managing economic,
environmental, and social impacts

The Board oversees all aspects of operations with the assistance of senior management.
Sustainability topics are a fiduciary concern of the board. The Board, through its
Corporate Governance Committee and Senior Management, handle the matter.

102-30

Effectiveness of risk management
processes

The company has a Risk Management Officer assisted by a Risk Management
Committee that elevates issues to the Board as needed.

102-31

Review of economic,
environmental, and social topics

There is regular review of sustainability issues by the subsidiaries assisted by their
respective Sustainability Technical Working Groups. The decision may be elevated
to the FPH President, CEO and Board as needed.

102-32

Highest governance body’s role in
sustainability reporting

The Board has delegated the matter to Senior Management. The Chief Sustainability
Officer under the office of the Chairman oversees the preparation of the report.

102-33

Communicating critical concerns

Critical sustainability issues are communicated to the Board by the CEO.

102-34

Nature and total number of critical
concerns

None elevated to the Board in 2018

102-35

Remuneration policies

Provision of the information is restricted by confidentiality and security considerations.

102-36

Process for determining remuneration

Provision of the information is restricted by confidentiality and security considerations.

102-37

Stakeholders’ involvement in
remuneration

Provision of the information is restricted by confidentiality and security considerations.

102-38

Annual total compensation ratio

Provision of the information is restricted by confidentiality and security considerations.

102-39

Percentage increase in annual
total compensation ratio

Provision of the information is restricted by confidentiality and security considerations.

Stakeholder Engagement
102-40

List of stakeholder groups

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

20

102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

20

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

20

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

20

Only the Energy Development Corporation (EDC), the renewable energy arm of First Gen
and First Balfour have unions covering 41% and 5% of their personnel, respectively.

Reporting practice
102-45

60

Entities included in the
consolidated financial statements

The Group’s operating businesses are organized and managed separately according
segments defined based on the nature of the products and services, with each segment
representing a strategic business unit that offers different products and services to
different markets. The Group conducts the majority of its business activities in the
following areas:

Disclosure Number and Title

Page # /
Reference

Omissions and Remarks

Governance
102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

• Power Generation – power generation and 2 related
subsidiaries under First Gen Corporation (First Gen)
including Energy Development Corporation (EDC) and its
subsidiaries.
• Real Estate Development – residential and commercial
real estate development and leasing under Rockwell Land
Corporation (Rockwell Land), and sale of industrial lots and
lease of ready-built factories and commercial spaces under
First Philippine Industrial Park Corporation (FPIP) and First
Industrial Township, Inc. (FIT).
• Manufacturing – primarily production of electrical
transformers under First Philippine Electric Corporation
(First Philec).
• Construction and Other Services – construction contracts
under First Balfour, Inc. (First Balfour), geothermal
well drilling services from First Balfour’s subsidiary,
ThermaPrime Drilling Corporation (ThermaPrime),
specialized medical services from the Asian Eye Institute
(AEI) and other service and investment holding companies
within the Group.

102-46

Defining report content and topic
boundaries

102-47

List of material topics

102-48

Restatements of information

No restatements have been made

102-49

Changes in reporting

None

102-50

Reporting period

January 1 to December 31, 2018

102-51

Date of most recent report

May 2017

102-52

Reporting cycle

Annual

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

Agnes C. De Jesus
Chief Sustainability Officer
dejesuac@energy.com.ph

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

1

102-55

GRI content index

57

102-56

External assurance

52

1, 21
21

This report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI
Standards: Comprehensive option.
External assurance was conducted by experts who have no
direct relationship with FPH

Material Topics
GRI 200: Economic Standards Series 2016
Economic Performance
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55

GRI 201:
Economic
Performance
2016

23

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed
201-2 Financial implications and other risks and
opportunities due to climate change

55
55
25-27

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement
plans
204-1 Financial assistance received from government

FPH has a benefit plan obligation and retirement plans
but provision of information on this matter is restricted by
confidentiality and security considerations.
28

61
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GRI 200: Economic Standards Series 2016
Market Presence
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
GRI 202:
Market
Presence
2016

55
55
55

202-1 Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender
compared to local minimum wage

All FPH subsidiaries comply with minimum wage
requirements under the Philippine Labor Code

202-2 Proportion of senior management hired from the
local community

Majority of the members of FPH senior management are
Filipino citizens living and residing in the Philippines.

Indirect Economic Performance
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported

28

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts

29

GRI 203:
Indirect
Economic

Performance

55
55

2016

Procurement Practices
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55

GRI 204:
204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers
Procurement
Practices
2016

24

55
55

Anti-corruption
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
GRI 205:

Anti-corruption

2016

55
55
55

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

Operations are covered by the conglomerate and each
subsidiaries’ anti-corruption policy.

205-2 Communication and training about anti-corruption
policies and procedures

The anti-corruption policy is introduced to all new
employees along with the Employee Code of Conduct.
Furthermore, the Lopez Credo and Values as shown in
page 9 are reviewed in every significant internal event of
the company and its subsidiaries.

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

No incident for the reporting period

Anti-competitive Behavior
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
GRI 206:
Anticompetitive
Behavior
2016
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206-5 Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior,
anti-trust, and monopoly practice

55
55
55
No incident for the reporting period.

Disclosure Number and Title
GRI 300: Environmental Standards Series 2016

Page # /
Reference

Omissions
and Remarks
Omissions
and Remarks

Materials
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
2016

55

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume

31

GRI 301:
Materials
2016

55
55

301-2 Recycled input materials used

This information is not applicable to the services provided
by FPH subsidiaries, except for First Philec. First Philec
currently does not use any recycled input materials in the
production of transformers.

301-3 Reclaimed products and their
packaging materials

This information is not applicable to the products and
services provided by FPH subsidiaries.

Energy
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
GRI 302:
Energy
2016

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization

55
55
55
31-32

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the organization

Information is currently unavailable. Steps to include this
information in future sustainability reports will be discussed
with the Sustainability Technical Working Groups.

302-3 Energy intensity

32

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption

32

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of products
and services

This information is not applicable to the products and
services provided by FPH subsidiaries.

Water and Effluents
GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016
GRI 303:
Water
and
Effluents
2018

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

55

103-2 The management approach and its components

55

103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55

303-1 Interactions with water as a shared resource

34

303-2 Management of water dischargeimpacts

36

303-3 Water withdrawal

34

In all cases where the subsidiaries control water treatment
systems, effluents follow the standards set by the
Department of Environment and Natural Resources

303-4 Water discharge

Information currently unavailable. Steps are being taken to
adjust to the new GRI 303 Water and Effluents 2018
Standards.

303-5 Water consumption

Information currently unavailable. Steps are being taken to
adjust to the new GRI 303 Water and Effluents 2018
Standards.

Biodiversity
GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

55

103-2 The management approach and its components

55

103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55
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GRI 300: Environmental Standards Series 2016
Biodiversity
GRI 304:
Biodiversity
2016

304-1 Operational sites owned, leased, managed
in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high
biodiversity value outside protected areas

38-39

One geothermal site (Mt. Apo Project) is a buffer zone of a
park but is now a model of watershed management.

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products, and
services on biodiversity

38-39

304-3 Habitats protected or restored

38-39

Four geothermal watersheds(Tongonan in Leyte, Palipinon
in Negros Oriental, Bacon Manito in Albay-Sorsogon and
Mt. Apo in North Cotabato), Pantabangan watershed in
Nueva Ecija, and Verde Island Passage in Batangas --- all
in the Philippines.

304-4 IUCN Red List species and national conservation
list species with habitats in areas affected by operations

38-39

Power companies have flora and fauna in the IUCN Red
List which are inventoried and protected. Ten floral species
nurtured by FGen-EDC were endorsed to the IUCN through
the Department of Environment and Natural Resources for
reduction in threat level in 2018.

Emissions
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55

GRI 305:
Emissions
2016

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

33

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

33

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

33

305-4 GHG emissions intensity

33

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions

32

55
55

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

All subsidiaries comply with the requirements of the
Montreal Protocol. EDC currently has old equipment which
use R-22 as the primary refrigerant, but their emissions
from ODS have been gradually decreasing, down 11%
from 2017.

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and
other significant air emissions

All subsidiaries who use generator sets conduct regular
emission tests. For 2018, all emission tests were within set
by the Department of Environment and Natural Resources.

Effluents and Waste
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55

GRI 306:
Effluents
and Waste
2016

306-1 Water discharge by quality and destination

35

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method

37

55

306-3 Significant spills

None

306-4 Transport of hazardous waste

No hazardous waste is transported out of the country.

306-5 Water bodies affected by water discharges and/
or runoff

64

55

36
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GRI 300: Environmental Standards Series 2016
Environmental Compliance
GRI 103:
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its
Management boundaries
Approach
103-2 The management approach and its components
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55
55
55

GRI 307:

307-1: Non-compliance with environmental laws and
Environmental regulations

One upset recorded but resolved

Compliance

2016

Supplier Environmental Assessment
GRI 103:
Management
Approach
2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries

55

103-2 The management approach and its components

55

103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

55

GRI 308:
Supplier

308-1 New suppliers that were screened using
environmental criteria

Suppliers of FPH undergo vendor accreditation where their
risks and compliance are assessed.

2016

308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the supply
chain and actions taken

No recorded incidents for 2018. Measures are being taken
to develop a sustainable supply chain.

Environmental
Assessment

GRI 400: Social Standards Series 2016
Employment
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

GRI 401:
Employment
2016

56
56
56

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover

Employee Hires

Employe Turnover

Age
Group

Age
Group

Below 20

Male Female Total

2

1

3

0

0

0

21 to 30

278

265

543

21 to 30

152

152

304

31 to 40

132

78

210

31 to 40

114

61

175

41 to 50

63

30

93

41 to 50

48

19

67

51 to 60

23

6

29

51 to 60

64

5

69

Over 60

Over 60
Sub-total

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that
are not provided to temporary or part-time employees

Male Female Total

6

0

6

504

380

884

Below 20

Sub-total

7

2

9

385

239

624

42

401-3 Parental leave

Male

Female

Total

Number of employees who
availed parental leaves

68

44

112

Number of employees
who returned to work after
parental leave

48

29

77

Number of employees still
employed within the year
of their parental leave

47

28

75
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GRI 400: Social Standards Series 2016
Labor Management Relations
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

56
56
56

GRI 402:
402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding operational
Labor/
changes
Management
Relations
2016

For the healthcare segment, the notice for changes of
business expansion varies per clinic but employees are
usually informed three to six months ahead. In the power
segment, EDC is currently in the middle of transformation
called “Project Apollo”. The timeline of the transformation
has three phases: Diagnostic and Ambition setting (6
weeks) which was completed last Oct.-Nov. 2017, Quick
wins launch and implementation plan (12 weeks) carried
through Dec. 2017-Feb. 2018, and pilot and scale (6-36
months) from March 2018 onwards.

Occupational Health and Safety
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
103-3
Evaluation of the Management Approach
2016

56

GRI 403:
403-1 Workers representation in formal joint
Occupational management–worker health and safety committees
Health and
403-2 Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational
Safety 2018
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of
work-related fatalities

43

56
56

43

Training and Education
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

56

GRI 404:
Training and
Education
2016

43

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee

56
56

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and
transition assistance programs
404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews

43

100%

Diversity and Equal Opportunity
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management 103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
2016

GRI 405:
Diversity
and Equal
Opportunity
2016

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees

56
56
56
41-42

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women
to men

No differentiation of salary by gender

Non-discrimination
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management 103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
2016

66
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56
56
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GRI 400: Social Standards Series 2016
Non-discrimination
GRI 406:
Non-

discrimination

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions
taken

No incidents in 2018

2016

Child Labor
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

GRI 408:
Child Labor
2016

56
56
56

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents
of child labor

None

Security Practices
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

GRI 410:
Security
Practices
2016

56
56
56

Security personnel trained in human rights policies or
procedures

All security personnel (employee and contractual service
provider)

Human Rights Assessment
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
Approach
103-2 The management approach and its components
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

56

GRI 412:
Human
Rights
Assessment
2016

412-1 Operations that have been subject to human
rights reviews or impact assessments

48

Human Rights Impact Assessment has not been started.
The company focused on the policy in 2018. The Human
Rights Assessment. shall be part of the protocols to be
developed in 2019.

412-2 Employee training on human rights policies or
procedures

48

In place care of the security group. This will be expanded
once protocols of human rights policy developed in 2019.

56
56

412-3 Significant investment agreements and contracts
that include human rights clauses or that underwent
human rights screening

No explicit statements at the moment. Human rights policy
was issued in Nov. 2018 and protocols will be drafted in
2019. The prescription of this disclosure will be applied by
then.

Local Communities
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

413-1 Operations with local community engagement,
GRI 413:
impact assessments, and development programs
Local
Communities
413-2 Operations with significant actual and potential
2016
negative impacts on local communities

56
56
56
All sites
None
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GRI 400: Social Standards Series 2016
Customer Health and Safety
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
2016

GRI 414:
Supplier
Social
Assessment
2016

56
56
56

414-1 New suppliers that were screened
using social criteria

Suppliers of FPH undergo vendor accreditation where their
risks and compliance are assessed.

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply
chain and actions taken

None

Customer Health and Safety
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach
2016

GRI 416:
Customer
Health and
Safety 2016

56
56
56

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety impacts of
product

None

416-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning the
health and safety impacts of products and services

None

Marketing and Labeling
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

56
56
56

GRI 417:
417-1 Requirements for product and service information
Marketing
and labeling
and Labeling
417-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning product
2016
and service information and labeling

This information is not applicable to the products and
services provided by FPH subsidiaries.
None

417-3 Incidents of non-compliance concerning
marketing communications

None

Customer Privacy
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

GRI 418:
Customer
Privacy
2016

56
56
56

418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of
customer privacy and losses of customer data

None

Socioeconomic Compliance
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundaries
GRI 103:
Management
103-2 The management approach and its components
Approach
2016
103-3 Evaluation of the Management Approach

GRI 419:
Socioeconomic
Compliance
2016

68

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the
social and economic area

56
56
56
None

ANNEX 1: AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS RECEIVED
Awards and Recognitions

Award Giving Body

Date

Awardee

1

Asia’s Top Sustainability Superwomen

CSR Works Singapore

September
2018

FPH Chief Sustainability
Officer

2

Carbon Clean 200

Corporate Knights, Canada and As You
Sow

1st-4th
Qtr. 2018

First Gen-EDC

Asia Sustainability Reporting Award

Indonesia National Center for
Sustainability Reporting and Institute of
Certified Sustainability Professionals

December
2018

FPH (Platinum rating)
EDC (Gold rating)
First Gen (Silver rating)

6

Gold Trusted Brand Award

Reader’s Digest Trusted
Brand Awards 2018

July 2018

First Gen Clean Energy
Complex (FGPC, FGP,
FNPC, PMPC)

7

Recognition for the implementation of the Ecological Department of Environment and Natural
Solid Waste Management Act and for sustainble
Resources
practices using Best Environmental Technology
(BET) and Best Available Practice (BAP)

December
2018

First Gen

8

2018 Corporate Safety and Health Excellence
Award

Safety and Health Association of the
Philippines Energy Sector, Inc. (SHAPES)

D ecember
2018

Energy Development
Corporation

9

Exemplar Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) Report Recognition

Board of Environmental Impact Assessment
reviewers from the academe and the DENR
Environmental Management Bureau’s
Registry of Practitioners

November
2018

Energy Development
Corporation

10

Clean Air and Water Category: Gawad Tugas
Award

Department of Environment and Natural
Resources, Region 7

July 2018

Energy Development
Corporation

11

2018 Corporate Safety and Health Excellence
Award

Safety and Health Association of the
Philippines Energy Sector, Inc. (SHAPES)

December
2018

EDC’s Bacman
Geothermal Production
Field

Safety and Health Association of the
Philippines Energy Sector, Inc. (SHAPES)

December
2018

Energy Development
Corporation (EDC);
Bacman Geothermal
Inc.’s (BGI) Bacman
Geothermal Power Plant;
Green Core Geothermal,
Inc.’s (GCGI) Tongonan
Geothermal Power Plant

July 2018

First Philippine Industrial
Park

3-5

12-14 2018 SHAPES Corporate Safety and Health
Excellence Award Hall of Fame

15

Recognition for the implementation of the Ecological Department of Environment and Natural
Solid Waste Management Act and for sustainble
Resources
practices using Best Environmental Technology
(BET) and Best Available Practice (BAP)
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ANNEX 2: OUR SUSTAINABILITY NETWORK
GOVERNANCE
Business Ethics

Corporate Governance

Human Rights

Sustainability

Tax Obligations

Power Supply

• St. Francis Cabrini Medical Center

• Global Reporting Initiative
• Philippine Business for the
Environment

• Good Governance Practitioners of the
Philippines
• Institute of Corporate Directors
• Philippine Association of PubliclyListed Companies

• Tax Management Association of the
Philippines

• UN Development Programme

ENVIRONMENT
Climate Change

• Manila Observatory
• National Institute for Environmental
Studies, Japan
• Oscar M. Lopez (OML) Center for
Climate Change Adaptation & Disaster
Risk Management Foundation and its
local networks, namely:

-- Asia Pacific Network for Global Change
Research
-- Ateneo de Manila University
-- Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization, Australia
-- Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research
-- De La Salle University
-- Earthquake and Megacities Initiative
-- Global Climate Adaptation Partnership,
United Kingdom
-- Grupo Laera, Colombia
-- International Rice Research Institute
-- Isabela State University
-- Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,
Cambodia
-- National Academy of Science & Technology
-- Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical &
Astronomical Services Administration
-- Silliman State University
-- Start International Inc., U.S.A.
-- University of the Philippines Research
Foundation
-- World Agroforestry Center, Asia Pacific

• Philippine Climate Change Commission
• Total Carbon Column Observing Network
• UK Earth Security Group
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• University of Wollongong, New South
Wales, Australia
• University of the Philippines - Nationwide
Operational Assessment of Hazards
• Wetlands International, Singapore

Energy Management

• Philippine Energy Efficiency Alliance

Green Infrastructure

• Philippine Green Building Council

Impact Assessment

• Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Professionals

Sustainable Development
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forest Foundation Philippines
Flora and Fauna International
World Wide Fund for Nature-Philippines
Foundation for the Philippine Environment
Green Convergence
Institute of Biology, University of the
Philippines
Philippine Business for the Environment
University of Asia and the Pacific Center for Social Responsibility
University of the Philippines Research
Foundation
UP-NEC Philippine Learning Center on
Social and Environmental Sustainability

• University of Asia and the Pacific Center for Social Responsibility

• National Geothermal Association of the
Philippines
• Philhydro Association
• Philippine Independent Power
Producers Association
• Renewable Energy Coalition
• Wind Energy Developers Association of
the Philippines

Sustainable Development Goals

• UN Development Programme
• World Bank
• World Wide Fund for Nature- Philippines

Waste Management

• Association of FPIP Locators, Inc.
• Earth Day Network
• National Solid Waste Management
Commission
• Philippine Business for the
Environment
• Philippine Chamber of Commerce Environment Committee
• Pollution Control Association of the
Philippines

Water Management
• Water Alliance

Watershed Management

• +B WISER , US Agency for International
Development
• College of Forestry, University of the
Philippines, Laguna
• MTSC San Juan River Protection
Foundation
• Society of Philippine Foresters

SOCIETY

Community Development
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gawad Kalinga Foundation
Habitat for Humanity
League of Corporate Foundations
Philippine Business for Social Progress
SIKAT Solar Challenge Foundation
University of Asia and the Pacific Center for Social Responsibility

Disaster Risk Management

• Association of Structural Engineers of
the Philippines
• Corporate Network for Disaster Response
• Philippine Disaster Recovery Foundation
• Philippines Red Cross

Education

• Association of Southeast Asian
Institutes for Higher Learning

Health and Safety
•
•
•
•

American Heart Association
American Safety & Health Institute
Innology Solutions / ARIVA
Safety and Health Association of the
Philippines Energy Sector
• Safety Organization of the Philippines
• Occupational Health Nursing
Association of the Philippines
• Occupational Safety and Health Center

Indigenous Peoples

• Mt. Apo Foundation Inc.

Leadership

• Makati Business Club
• Management Association of the Philippines

Product Safety

• Association of Safety Practitioners
• ASEAN Association of Eye Hospitals
• Semiconductor and Electronics Industries
in the Philippines
• Eco-Industrial Exchange Network
• World Association of Eye Hospitals

National Development

Unifying Society

Personnel Management

Urbanization

Supply Chain

Youth Development

• American Chamber of Commerce The Arangkada Project Philippines

• Employers Confederation of the Philippines
• People Management Association of the
Philippines
• Philippine Society for Training and
Development

• International Council of Shopping
Centers
• Philippine Retailers Association

• Orchestra of the Filipino Youth

• Makati Commercial Estate Association
• Organization of Socialized Housing
Developers of the Philippines

• Student Councils of Major Universities
• World Economic Forum-Ten Youth
Movement
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